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P R E F A 0 E
Boston needs a new City Hall. Today, City offices are scattered over
the entire downtown area, This has been a gradual development as the
public demanded increased and expanded services. As a result, citizens
of the metropolitan area are finding the inconvenience of this un-
planned decentralizat ion intolerable. In the eyes of the experts in
government Boston City Government is notoriously inefficient in organ-
ization and operation.* If this is the case, inefficiency is made
more obvious to the public by the long and twisting paths necessary to
complete routine business with the City.
Decentralization is the result of serious space limitations at City Hall,
and City Hall Annex. Poor, even hazardous working conditions, exist in
the present structures. Expansion for practical considerations is im-
possible end undesirable for two major reasons,
I. Economically, City Hall occupies so-me of the most expensive
property in Boston. Large adjoining office buildings are
even more valuable. On the other hand, the site of City Hall
is assessed at over twice the value of the structures them-
selves.** Public loss would be small if the present City
Hall were destroyed by flood, fire, or planned demolition.
The public would benefit if these structures and land were
sold to privete enterprise and the City government relocated,
* Final Report, Administrative Survey, Finance Commission. City of Boston,
1950,
**Assessed Value of Real Estate of Boston, Boston Real Estate Board, 1950.
II. Esthetically, the architecture of these public buildings is
uninspiring. City Hall is a poor example of Roman Renais-
sance and the Annex office building is covered in Roman
Classical. To the layman, City Hall is a "fbarn"; to the
professional, an "architectural bastard".
The important point is that the loss of no fine or historical public mon-
ument stands in the way of a new City Hall.
Until this year, there had been much talk, a few studies and invettiga-
tions by the more energetic Mayors, but no definite action or program
to expand or rebuild. At the present time, a Central Area Survey con-
ducted by the City Planning Board indicates that a site for a new City
Hall may be recommended as the first step toward this much needed cap-
ital improvement.
IF...a municipal building is to conform to the standards of contempor-
ary office structures; IF... it is to be well lighted, well heated,
and ventilated, pleasant in working conditions; and IF...the total
structure is to be efficient in operation...
32...a municipal building can help in the exercise of efficient govern-
ment; IF...the plant and its facilities can assist the duly elected to
perform public services more effectively...
2
3IF...a municipal building plays a vital part in American urban life;
and IF...it iro to inspire, to stabilize, to be a monument to the ex-
ercise of City Government and in so doing to promote architectural
appreciation.
THEN BOSTON NE DS A E W 0 I T Y H A L L.
I
4PRO GRAM
to provide a new structure in an appropriate
setting to house the City Government of Boston
Architectural Objectives are:
1. to provide well lighted, well heated and
ventilated, efficient working space for
the three government components:
departments of the Mayor
offices of the City Clerk
offices and chambers of City Council
2. to encourage the public participation in
and use of City Government by simple and
direct access to its many facilities and
services
3, to study monumentality in contemporary
public architecture
5A B S T R A C T
In the planning of a City Hall, or any government structure, a variety
of problems must be met, problems which are never encountered in other
large structures. lbr example, the President and the top executives
of a commercial or industrial enterprise are usually very well inform-
ed as to the functioning of each department of the business. In a
City Hall, this is almost never the case. A Department Commissioner
can answer only questions pertaining to his agency. Even the Mayor
cannot be expert in all organization functions because his term of of-
fice is too short. Retired executives who have had time to oversee
the entire organization are sometimes available, but unfortunately
their suggestions are unofficial,
The result is that the Architect must consult a great many people,
heads of various independent administrative departments, City person-
nel, and experts in government, and then sammarize and coordinate the
information obtained.
Design of a City Hall for Boston required this type of approach. TW'
principal problems had to be analyzed: site and building program.
SITE ANALYSIS is a complete report of possible sites for a new City
Hall: the present site, locations previously recommended, and the site
6selected for its excellent fulfillment of site requirements.
BUILDING ANALYSIS is a conclusive report on City of Boston government
organization, the functions of the departments of the Mayor, City
Clerk, and City Council, and the requirements of a new City Hall.
Two proposals are included in this thesis. They are related to this
program and are solutions to problems which face the City today:
Traffic and Civic Center.
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7SITE ANALYSIS
S ITE REQUIREMNTS
1. CONVENIENCZ to civic activity
2. ACCESSABLE to transport at ion
3. ECONOMY in land taking
4. OUTLOOK upon adjacent area
5. ARCHITECTURAL opportunity
8S ITE PROBLEM
The site problem of a new City Hall has been the largest stumbling
block in securing this much needed capital improvement. Mayors
have appointed committees to study this problem. Each Mayor has
voiced his personal opinion, and each individual in the political
Merry-go-round has had preferences for reasons of his own.
Except for personal interest shown by previous Chairmen of the
City Planning Board, this agency has never been confronted with
this problem. In the 1950 Preliminary General Plan for Boston,
there was no provision for a City Hall site. There was no men-
tion of zoning for a civic center, although, most government ac-
tivity has settled in the State House - Court House area. At this
time, an extensive Central Area Survey is being conducted by the
Board to investigate and recommend specific redevelopment of con-
gested and blighted downtown areas. On the agenda is the possi-
ble selection of a site for a new City Hall. Recommendations by
the Board will not be forthcoming for a year. Even then, the
Mayor and his Council have the real power in final decisions and
in the accuisition of a site.
Therefore, it was necessary for me to conduct a systematic investi-
gation of the site problem for this thesis. This I did and with
9weekly discussions in conference with Thomas E. McCormick, Execu-
tive Planner, and Sydor F. Hodges, Senior Planner, of the City Plan-
ning Board. Requirements of a good site were set. At the same time
we were fully aware that real estate "deals" often select a site
for municipal buildings, and that a site selected for its advantages
would be theorical. This is inherent in all City Planning which to
be successful must have public support. The first spark must be
kindled by the Planners with political support, and then the fire
must be constantly refueled by organizations and individual effort:
the Chamber of Commerce, Women's Leagues, church groups, and school
organizations. For this thesis the Beacon site was selected and
unofficially approved by the Planning Board.
Two proposals, an area for a civic center development and a solution
to a serious traffic problem, are made here because of their close
relationship to this program.
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S ITE ASSESSIMGT
Site $1/Sq. Ft.
1. Present site
a. adjoining
b. adjoining
c. adjoining
2. Hanover-Cornhill
3. Scollay Square
4. Houghton-Dutton
5. Allston
6. Park Square
7. Oommonwealth
8. Park-Beecon
$75.00
85.00
54.00
50.00
37.00
28.00
14.00
46.00
INVEST IGAT ION
Area
40,803
32,628
59,845
55,858
83,479
95,267
83,479
163,498
58,531
Assessment
Total Land TEking
3,000,000
2,800,000
3,200,000
2,840,000
3,100,000
2,600,000
3,100,000
2,250,000
2,700,000
L
P R 0 P 0 S E D S I T Z S
PRESENT SITE
The present site of Boston City Hall is a narrow interblock strip
between School Street and Court Street. It is virtually unex-
pandable. Large office buildings adjoin the site on three sides
end King's Chapel and Burying Ground is a small open space on the
fourth side. Land taking here would be the most expensive of any
site investigated. It is unrealistic to believe that the City
would demolish a taxable twelve story building to erect a slightly
larger tax exempt municipal building.
Public transportation connections at Park and Scollay subway stations
are excellent, Park and Scollay being the main stations in the M.T.A.
subway system. However, private transportation to the site is very
difficult. School and Court Streets are one-way to heavy crosstown
traffic and it is improbable that either could ever be widened. The
two alleys and a small parking lot aside City Hall Annex handle
about a hundred cars. The site is fairly convenient to other civic
activities, but taxicabs are generally used in daily business to
the State House.
The present site was used in studies made for a new City Hall in
1935 under the Public Works Administration.* State money for con-
*New City Hall, George S. Lewis, Architect, Boston.
12
struction was available, but the City Yithers, being aware of the
site limitations, let the offer and opportunity die. The present
site with its serious shortcomings had thus been already eliminated
as a good site for a new City Hall.
CORN HILL - HANOVER
This site would open a beautiful vista between the Suffolk County
Court House and historical Wanneil Hall. It was investigated by
the Civic Center Committee in 1930 and used in architectural thesis
in 1935 and again in 1938.*
It is convenient to Scollay and Adams subway stations, but the site
would be the island of a traffic circle. A traffic problem in the
area would be solved by the elimination of Brattle Street and by
widening Cornhill.
Assessments of the area are not unreasonable, but land taking would
be extensive to open up a proper site and in doing this, valuable
taxable industrial property would be lost for city revenue,
The outlook from this site would have the market district and the
arterial highway to the north, industrial land to the east and west,
and the Scollay Square honkey-tonk district to the south. There are
no plans for redevelopment of these areas in the near fttture.
*New City Hall for Boston. Frank J. Sherlock, 1935. John J. Noonan,
1938,
13
SCOLLAT SCPARE
This area was recommended by the Mayor's Committee in 1930 to be
cleared and landscaped as part of a Civic Center. The land and
building assessments make land taking feasible. Howard Street,
Boston's original theater district, is now an eyesore and this
could be eliminated and the site extended to Cambridge Street.
This site is convenient to civic activity and also convenient to
public transportation, Scollay and Bowdoin Stations.
This site is really too small because of its proximity to the tower-
ing Suffolk County Court House. Half of the site is in the shadow
of this big building except for a few morning hours. The entrance
to the Court House would be cramped by moving the proposed build-
ing eastward.
The outlook from this site is unpleasant and this old industrial area
is unplanned in the redevelopment of Boston.
HOUGHTON - DUTTON
The City owns this property through foreclosure. This site is con-
venient to the State House and Court House, and many officials of
City Hall recommend it as a worthwhile site. The property would be
available by demolition of the old seven and eight story Houghton-
14
Dutton buildings which occupy over half the site. The city would not
be losing taxable property.
Public transportation, Park and Scollay Stations, are convenient, but
private transportation is very poor because it is at this point that
the bottleneck in crosstown traffic occurs. This property is the key
to a future extension of Beacon Street into Scollay Square. (Traffic
Proposal)
ASHBURTCN - ALLSTON
This site was investigated by the city in late 1930. It is convenient
to civic activities, but it is not convenient to either public or
private transportation. This would be impossible to improve in the
near future unless the entire surroundings were redeveloped. (Civic
Center Proposal)
PARK SQJARZ
The Mayor's Committee of 1930 investigated this site since it is a
beautiful location overlooking the Public Gardens and facing the
Commons and State House.
Public transportation is only fair because only Boylston Station is
in the vicinity. This location is also too remote from other govern-
ment act ivity.
15
COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
The Boston Contest, 1944 recommended this site for a new City Hall
and State Building. The planners obviously only recognized the archi-
tectural opportunity of this site because their solution involved a
twin towers monumental structure straddling the Avenue.
Serious disadvantages of this site are: the great distance to other
government activity, and the destruction of a good residential area.
BEACON - PARK PROPOSED
Convenience to the State House, Municipal and Suffolk County Court
House, public organizations, agencies, leagues, and associations sug-
gests a future civic center development in this area. (Civic Center
Proposal)
Public transportation at Park and Scollay subway stations is excel-
lent. A proposed new subway link between these stations would create
a City Hall - State House subway station.* Private transportation is
good. Park Street is wide and handles two way traffic. Beacon Street
can now be widened to solve the crosstown traffic problem. (Traffic
Proposal) Parking is solved best off the site as combined civic
center parking.
Land taking at this site is small. The city already owns the land-
*Preliminary General Plan for Boston. Highway and Transit City Plan-
ning Board, 1950.
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scaping. About a third of the property is tax exempt at present
and the city would be taking very little revenue producing property.
The average assessment is about half that of property adjacent to
the present site. The proposed biilding can encroach upon the Gran-
ary Burial Ground since this is city owned.
This site is forever open. Boston's finest assets are its public
greens, the Commons and the Gardens. The historical Granary Burial
Ground will always be a side yard patio. This site is in the vista
from most of Boston's main drives: Beacon, Charles, Arlington, Boyl-
ston and Tremont Streets.
Architectural opportunity is unlimited. The location is impressive
for it stands on high ground at the head of the Commons. The Bul-
finch facade and the gold dome of the State House now dominate the
area, Fine examles of period architecture are found along Beacon
Street. The Park Street Congregational Church is sought by most
visitors to Boston. Tremont Street will always remain a good retail
district. Very important is the fact that the vast Boston Commons
will always be a green front yard, and in contrast, the small scaled
Granary will always be a quaint and lovely patio.
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P R 0 P O S E D S I TE T 0 D A Y
The site today is occupied by small office structures. The buildings
are average for Boston, old but fairly well kept up. Shops include
florists, bookstores, jewelry shops, a dairy store and a bank, several
church sponsored organizations, the Boston Union Club, and the
Athenaeum. These two latter debate as to whether the properties could
ever be acquired. Neither is historic, the Athenaeum being one of two
structures on the site built within the last fifty years; but these
buildings are connected to prominent citizens of the community.
As a final analysis, a City Hall Project would be a community under.
taking. The Project will only proceed when a spirit within Bostonians
demands this Municipal Structure. This means action from prominent
citizens, business men, the Chamber of Commerce, church people, and
educators to spark public interest.
If this site meets all the reouirements of a theorically good site,
then prominent citizens will move their Athenaeum and Union Club, and
florists and storekeepers will vacate to permit this New Conetruction.
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T R A F F IC P L A N P R 0 P 0 S A L
To assist the movement of east - west traffic, I propose
the widening of Beacon Street between Park Street and
Somerset Street, and the extension of Beacon Street through
the Houghton-Dutton site to Scollay Square,
The proposed M.T.A. subway link between Park and Scollay
Stations follows approximately this same route.
East bound traffic now crowds down one-way Beacon Street into School
Street (traffic count indicates this movement). The traffic flow
then turns north into the narrowest part of Washington Street to
Adams Square where it fans out to various highway arteries. School
Street and Washington Street will probably never be widened because
of the expensive property which bounds them.
West bound traffic must come into Scollay Square. West on Tremont
it turns up Park and then again west on Beacon (traffic count indi-
cates this movement).
The traffic diagram on the opposite page indicates the proposed west
traffic via Beacon Street to and from Charlestown, Atlantic Avenue,
East Boston (Sumner Tunnel), and the North - South Artery links.
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C IV IC CENTER PROPOSAL
To concentrate and develop civic activities in a central
area of Boston, I propose to zone the eastern slope of
Beacon Hill as a Civic Center. Boundaries are as follows:
Joy Street, Beacon, ParkTremont, Scollay Sauare, and
Charles Street
This area now contains the State House, Municipal and Suffolk County
Court Houses, School Committee Building, several City government of-
fices, and the headquarters and offices of many civic organizations,
agencies, leagues, and related professional offices.
My proposal, then, makes the site officially an area to be redevel-
oped as a coordinated civic center. This integration of units would
develop as the need for new offices, service facilities, sad im-
provements arose. Development scheme is:
STEP I.
1.
2.
3.
4.
State Office Building (proposed)
New City Hall for Boston
Subsurface and overhead parking (City and State)
School Committee to occupy Houghton-Dutton or #6 Beacon
STEP II.
1.
2.
3.
4.
Beacon Street extension to Scollay Square
M.T.A. subway extension and new Civic Center Station
Internal pedestrian linkages between principal buildings
New School Committee Building
STEP III.
1. New unicipal Courthouse
2. Law office buildings
3. State and City service buildings, civic agency buildings
4. Civic Center landscape development
A20
BUILD ING ANALYSIS
If a municipal building is to be a
monmment to the exercise of City
Government, then,
Like other architectural compo-
sitions, the monuments of today
and tomorrow should give the
observer an impression of strength
without heaviness, of lightness
without weakness, of simplicity
without poverty.*
*Forms and linct ions of 20th Century
Architecture, Vol. 3. Monuments and
Memorials, edited by Hamlin.
I21
BUILDIN G PROGRAM PROBLEM
City of Boston is organized under a slightly modified strong-Mayor
type of City Government, wherein authority over the executive branch
is centralized in the Mayor. The Boston Finance Commission, an in-
dependent agency organized to study government administration, re-
ported in an Administrative Study, 1950: that Boston City Govern-
ment is ineffective, inefficient, and uneconomical as Pa direct re-
sult of an outdated organization that features overlapping authority,
confusion of function among its many agencies, partial responsibility,
with resulting inconvenience to its citizens.
"The existing structure of the executive branch
of Boston City Government at some point vio-
lates every recognized principle of good organ-
ization. The defects are such as to limit ser-
iously the possibility of securing effective
economical administration. The first and fore.-
most need in the present situation is for the
reorganization of the municipal services and
the consolidation of the departments in which
they are now scattered into a smaller and more
cohesive group."
Mayor Hynes, too, has spoken about necessary change in his thirty-
four departments, so that the current trend seems to indicate reorgan-
ization in Boston Government in the near future.
For this thesis the building program and organization will be based
upon the Ultimate Plan of Reorganization as proposed by the Finance
*Final Report, Administrative Survey. Finance Commission, City of
Boston, 1950.
Commission. This assumption is based upon the favorable conference
results with many department executives.
Space requirements are guaged by the areas now used by the present
departments, boards, and agencies; and office executives and personnel
is related to the approved Budget of 1953.* Intensive studies of Bos-
ton and Boston Metropolitan District indicate that this area is fairly
stable in population. Therefore, assigned space has been increased
about 20%-30% over present space to account for future increased ser-
vice to the public.
Only if City Hall were suddenly faced with the problem of becoming a
Metropolitan City Hall, only then is there any foreseeable expansion.
Even then, new developments in office efficiency and storage techniques
will tend to balance increased functions of the City. Nevertheless
expansion is a very important consideration and it has been included
in the planning of New City Hall.
*Annual Budget Recommendations, 1953. (approved)
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G 0 V E R N M E N T O R G A N I Z A T IO N
C ITY OF BOSTON
Mayor
Appeal, Board of
Art Commission
Assessing Department
Audit ing Department
Budget Department
Building Department
Collecting Department
Election Department
Examiners, Board of
Fire Department
Health Department
Hospital Department
Institutions Department
Law Department
Library Department
Park Department
Penal Institutions Department
Planning Board
Printing Department
Public Buildings Department
Public Welfare, Department of
Public Works, Department of
Real Estate Commission
Registry Department
Retirement Board
Sinking 7unds Commission
Statistics Department
Street Laying-Out Department
Supply Department
Traffic Commission
Treasury Department
Veterans' Services Department
Weights and Measures Department
Zoning Adjustment, Board of
Legislature
City Council (9)
City Clerk
School Committee
School Department
School Buildings, Board of Commissioners of
Police Commissioner (appointed by the Governor)
Police Department
Licensing Board (appointed by the Governor)
Finance Commission (appointed by the Governor)
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0FF Ir E 0 F T H E M A Y 0 R
FTOCT IONS: PERSONAL SERVICE
STATISTICAL SERVICE
FOBLM CELEBRATIONS
The primary purpose of the Office of the Mayor is to provide a staff
which renders personal assistance to the Mayor and helps him to carry
out the many routine duties which are incumbent upon him. Normally,
this includes the handling of incoming and outgoing correspondence;
processing of many papers and documents which mst be signed by the
Mayor; caring for visitors; and arranging for the many engagements
which the Mayor must keep,
Delegation of authority by the Mayor places much of the department
responsibility upon his Chief of Staff. Ranking above Department
Directors, the Chief of Staff is an assistant in matters of manage-
ment and internal administration of the executive branch,
The Mayor's office occupies the third floor of the tower, close to
his important departments and directly accessible to the Council of-
fices and the City Clerk in the Chamber wing. His office is readily
accessible, but sufficiently off the path of traffic so that visitors
mst show at least some slight effort to reach him. The Mayor has a
personal elevator to visit his various departments and to escort
dignitaries to the executive suite.
26
A S S E S S IN G D E P A R T M E N T
DIVISIONS OF: REALTY ASSESSEN1T
PERSONALTY ASSESSMENT
RESEARCH AND STATISTICS
The Assessing Department function is the determination of tax receiv-
ables. Actual tax payments are to the Treasury Division of Finance,
thus an important internal check is achieved.
Business to this department is continuous. A large public space is
needed with wide counters for the examination of and conference over
maps and plans and a conference room for meetings of taxpayers and the
Assessing Director is necessary. A large vault is needed for map and
plan storage.
Since the activities and work processes of the Assessing Department
and the treasury are not closely linked, it is for the convenience of
the public that they are closely linked. Complaints and adjustments
can then be quickly settled.
27
FINANCE DEPARTMENT
DIVISIONS OF: ACCOUNTS AND CONTROL
PURCHASE AND PROPERTY CONTROL
BUDGET AND PERSONNEL
TREASURY
The Finance Department performs staff functions of the city govern-
ment by taking in, paying out, and allot ing money.
Division of Accounts and Control (Auditing Department) audits the
books of the City Treasurer. This agency, therefore, must be fairly
close to the Treasury Division.
Division of Purchase and Property Control (Supply Department) has the
functions of purchase, printing, and equipment.
1. Purchasing includes the procurement, storage, and issuance
of all supplies; the control and disposition of surplus
property.
2. Printing (Printing Department) is responsible for all City
of Boston printing. The present plant at 174 North Street
is sufficient to carry on the actual printing process.
3. Equipment (Public Works Department, Automotive) is respon-
sible for the maintenance of City automotive equipment.
This is done most efficiently at key local City garages
and storage areas. (Fire Department equipment not included)
Division of Budget and Personnel (Budget Department and Workmen's Com-
pensation) makes continuous studies of operation, staff, plant, equip-
ment, operating policies, and procedure; so as to devise means and
methods for bringing araound improvements. It administrates the bud-
get allotment system, the retirement system, and the personnel classi-
f icat ion and compensation plan.
Division of the Treasury (Treasury and Collecting Department) is a
main operational agency having the responsibilities including the col-
lection of revenues, custody of funds, and disbursement of money.
The Treasury, Licensing by the City Clerk, Licensing Division of Pub-
lic Safety, and the Election Department are the areas continuously
and most frequently visited by large numbers of public visitors.
Therefore, the street level floors are reserved for these agencies,
The staff division of the Finance Department which have comparatively
few visitors must be located close by for efficient department opera-
tion.
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ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
DIV IS IONS OF: OFFICE ENGINEER ING
CIVIL ENGINERING
BUJIIDING ENGINEER ING
TRAFFIO ENGINEERING
PlANNING ENGINEING
The Engineering Department is a staff department engaged in drafting,
designing, blueprinting, survey work, contract specification writing,
building construction, building maintenance and building operation.
Division of Office Engineering renders services to other divisions and
departments, including clerical services, blueprinting, drafting prepar-
at ion and maintenance of official maps, plats and plans, and other en-
gineering records (Public Works and Street Laying Oat Departments).
This agency also procures and sells real estate required or owned by
the city (Real Estate Commission). Closely related to this division
is the Board of Special Assessments which determines condemned proper-
ties for new municipal developments and makes special assessments af-
ter public improvements on property.
Division of Civil Engineering is responsible for all professional en-
gineering work required by the city. Designed are bridges and tunnels
(Public Works, Bridges and Ferries); highway lighting (Public Works,
Highway); sanitary and storm sewers, sewerage disposal, water distri-
-ii
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bution (Public Works and Park Departments),
Division of Building Engineering (Public Building Department) function
is to supervise, care for, maintain, repair and furnish all public
buildings. (Does not include school buildings)
Division of Traffic Engineering engages in the staff activities per-
formed by the Traffic Commission, It maintains the vehicular traffic
code and installs and maintains all traffic control devices. The Traf-
fic Commission is an advisory and rule making body.
Division of Planning is headed by a Commissioner who is the ex-officio
executive of the Planning Board. Primarily, the Board is a deliber-
ative body which advises, formulates city planning policies, and co-
ordinates the city's planning with that of state, federal, and civic
agencies. The Zoning Board is a decision making body of area zoning
policy.
31
ELECT ION DEPARTMENT
DIVISIONS OF: REGISTRATION
STOBEHOUSE AID MA INTENANCE
The Election Department is not directly under the jurisdiction of the
Mayor. The Board of Election is the policy-making body. The depart-
ment oversees the Police Listing Board and gives notification of the
days and hours of elections. People are summoned for examination to
serve on juries. Seven or eight thousand may be sumoned to appear
within a period of two weeks.
Voting machines and equipment require large dead-storage space and
also maintainence shops. Because of the abnormal traffic conditions
to the registration division, this department is splendidly located
on the first floor. The windowless subgrade wall on Beacon Street is
utilized and there will be no elevator service required during the
seasonal rush.
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HE ALTH A N D WE L F A R E D E P A R T MI N T
DIVISIONS OF: PUBLIC HEALTH
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
HOSPITALS (DECE1TRAL IZED)
PENAL INST ITUT IONS
VETERANS SERV ICE
The Public Health and Welfare Department coordinates the institution
activities of the city involving the problems of physical and social
well-being.
Division of Public Health consists of four general services; it is re-
sponsible for general administration, statistics and records, labora-
tories, health education, and accident prevention. Medical Service
is responsible for disease control, maternal and child health, public
health, public health dentistry, and nutrition. Environmental Sanita-
tion is responsible for milk, water, meat, food inspection, and food
handling. Local Health is responsible for providing consulting, ad-
visory, and supervisory services for all the local health units.
Division of Public Assistance is in general responsible for the admin-.
istration of the general relief program, the aid to dependent children,
and old age assistance. Essentially this division is a case work
agency. It operates various relief stations and homes throughout the
city.
Penal Institutions is responsible for the administration and operation
of the House of Correction and the Suffolk County Jail. Visitors' per-
mits to these places of detention are issued from this division. This
department must be accessible to the public. Since it is not ideally
located at street level, this department is best located on the lowest
floors serviced by the high rise elevators. Therefore, these elevators
will be kept in continuous operation since the staff departments on the
upper floors will only use them on peak hours.
Veterans Service renders essentially the same type of service to vet-
erans that the division of Public Assistance renders to non-veterans.
This includes making cash assistance payments, preparing family bud-
gets, providing a counseling service, securing medical treatment, and
securing employment.
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LAW D EPARTMENT
DIVIS IONS OF: INVESTIGATION
COLIECT ING
CONVEYANC ING
TAX TITLE
The Law Department is primarily a staff agency, rendering service to
the other departments and agencies. It is responsible for such mat-
ters as furnishing legal opinions to city officials; rendering legal
advice to officers and employees; performing conveyancing work for
the various municipal departments; representing the city before the
General Court of the Commonwealth; drafting and approving contracts,
instituting suits and proceedings on behalf of the city; acting as
counsel in all suits and actions which involve the interests of the
city; and defending the officers of the city in suits against them
for their official actions.
The Law Department must be accessible, but need not be close to the
general public. It is best located at a distance from the other de~
partments so as not to be interrupted with petty questioning from
City Hall employees seeking professional advice about personal mat-
ters. Therefore, the Law Department has an excellent location on
the top floor of the tower.
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R E 0 R E A T ION A ND P A RK S D E P A R T M E N T
DIVISIONS OF: PARK MAITENANCE
CEMETER IS
RZRRAT ION
The Recreation and Parks Department (Park Department and Board of Rec-
reat ion) recognizes the growing trend of placing the emphasis in formal
recreation facilities and programs along with beautifully landscaped
areas. It has charge of public green areas, parks, Municipal golf
courses, Municipal playgrounds and ball fields, and cemeteries. The
Board of Recreation is an agency to study and advise in the recreation
field.
Since there are but few public visitors to these and since it is close-
ly allied to the Departments of Engineering and Public Works, this de-
partment is located on an upper floor of the tower.
.1
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PUBLIC SAFETY DEPARTMENT
DIVISIONS OF: LICENS!G
flSPEC T ION
FIRE (decentralized)
POLICE (decentralized)
The Public Safety Department brings coordination and cooperation between
law enforcement, fire protection, the inspection, licensing of and per-
mits relating to public safety.
Division of Licensing would have control over the issuance of licenses
and permits which grant the public authority to engage in an activity
over a continuing period of time, or permit an action involving a cer-
tain short period of time.
Licenses and permit issued:
Victualer, fruit and soft drink retailer, lodging house, inn--
holder, firearm sale, billiard and pool hall, liquor consump-
tion (Licensing Board)
Sunday entertainment, theater, ball, professional baseball,
newspaper vendor, amusement devices, entertainment by admis-
sion, carnival (Mayor's office)
Sunday professional baseball and minors (City Council)
Storage and sale of merchandise on public streets, gasoline
sale, garages, obstructions on public ways (Street Lay-Out
Department)
Special use of public ways (Public Works, Highway)
Storage sale, use of inflamnable fluid, electrical installer-
tion (Fire Department)
Building, plumbing, gas fitting, heating and ventilating,
egress certificates (Building Department)
Division of Inspection (Building Department) is an agency equipped
with the technical facilities of supervising building construction
and alteration,
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PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMETT
The Public Works Department furnishes administration, operations, super-
vision, and technical assistance for the services that the City pro-
vides the puiblic. This does not include any engineering or drafting
service which is furnished by the engineering depertment.
This denartment lures more city workers than any other department for
the vast outside maintenance operations that take place throughout the
metropolitan district.
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0 I T Y C L E R K
The City Clerk in Boston performs dual functions in both the legisla-
tive and executive branches of government. This is the common pattern
throughout the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The responsibilities of
the City Clerk in the proposed plan (Registry Department, City Messen-
ger, Clerk of Committees, editing of City Record and Manicipal Regis-
ter, and the present Clerk), increase this agency five fold.
The City Clerk's office keeps on hand and in storage all vital statis-
tics of the citizens of Boston. The'0lerk issues:
marriage licenses
birth certificates
death certificatei
hunting and fishing licenses
licenses, certificates, papers pertaining to vital
statistics
The daily flow of public to this office will be continuous and, there-
fore, the City Clerk is directly accessible from the main entrances,
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0 IT Y C0UNC IL
The City Council (with the City Clerk) constitutes the legislative
branch of the city government. The Council elects the City Clerk.
The City Council brings up debates, recommends and rejects matters
concerning the city. It has the power to over-ride decisions of the
Mayor, similar to the power of the United States Congress over the
President.
The check and balance functions of the Council and their elected City
Clerk are distinct from those of the Mayor. This principle of
American government is expressed architecturally by a low wing topped
with Chamber Dome and extending from the large office tower.
Regular weekly Council sessions are now held on Monday afternoons.
Special group meetings are held on scheduled hours. Increased seat-
ing facilities will be provided to insure public interest in Council
chamber debates. The New England custom of town government is an in-
stitution worthy of stimulation.
PROPOSED DEPARTENTS
MAYOR
Personal Service
News Statistics
Public Celebrations
CHIEF OF STAFF
C ITY COtfNC IL
Councilors
Secretaries
C ITY CLERK
ART COMMISSION
TRAFFIC COVISSION
BOARD OF ZONING
PIANNING BOARD
ASSESSING DEPARTMENT
Realty Assessments
Personality Assessments
Research & Statistics
BOARD OF SINKING FUND
RETIREMET BOARD
FINANCE DEPARTNMTT
Accounts and Control
Purchase and Property
Budget and Personnel
Treasury
OLD DEPARTMENTS INCLUDED PERSONNEL
same
Art Commission
George White Fund
Statistics Department
same
16
1
1
6
3
PRESUNT SPACE
OFFICE I.
DRAF'ING STORAGE
27
3,960
840
800
1,840
800
new
same
9
6
15 3,440
3,050
5,250
same
Registry Department
Document Man
City Messenger
Clerk of Committees
City Record
same
same
same
same
same
1 P.T.
30
12 P.T.
9 P.T.
370
270
430
2,680
1,100
400
1,070
400
3,000
93 11,360 4,120
abolished
same
Auditing Department
Retirement Admistration
Supply Department
Budget Department,
Workman's Compensation
Retirement Administration
Treasury Department
Collecting Department
66
11
26
13
8
11
33
34
22
202
2,270
7,050
600
3,300
810
2,000
1,610
4,080
7,500
2,000
1,020
3,000
40
TOTAL COMENTSASS IGNED
TOTAL
SPECIAL
8,240 10,220 Assign Art Commission and George White Fund to
Mayor's office
Assigned to Mayor's office
5,560 14, 520 15,300 Council Chamber and Gallery expanded
Press room included
400
3,000
800 800
15, 480
32,270
Assigned to Mayor's office
Assigned to Traffic Division, Engineering Dep't
Assign Zoning and Planning Boards a conference axil
meeting room in Planning Division, Engineering Dep't
22,230
Board functions administrated by Divisions Accounts
and Control End Treasury, Finance Department
Administrated by Budget and Personnel and Accounts
and Control, Finance Department
39, 460
Printing Plant decentralized
Auto maintainenance decentralized
Rn -JOU EDB
PROPOSED DEPARTETS
LAW DEPARTMETT
Invest igat ion
Collecting
Conveyanc ing
Tax Title
BOARD OF SPECIAL
ASSESSMENTS
EKG INEER ING DEPARTMENT
Office
Civil Engineering
Building
Traffic Engineering
Planning
EALTH & WELFARE DEP'T
Public Health
Public Assistance
Hospitals
Penal Institution
Veteran Service
BOARD OF ELECT ION
ELECTION DEPARTMETT
Registration
Storehouse and
Maintenance
PUBL IC WORKS DE PARTMENT
Bridges, Ferries,
Tunnels
Sanitation
Highways
Sewers
Water
BOARD OF APPEAL
BOARD OF LI111SING
APPEAL
WLD DEPARTMENTS INCLUDED PERSONNEL
same
PRESETT SPACE
0FFICE INC.
DRAFT ING STORAGE
7,100 120
new
Public Works Engineering
Real Estate Sale
Parking
Street Laying out
Public Building Department
Parking
Traffic Commission
Planning
Zoning
same
Welfare Department
Child Welfare
same
same
same
75
73
15
40
17
98
21
31
17
65
same
48
6
same
park bridges
park roads
same
new
220
232
22
54
65
19,000
2,600
1,000
10,650
2,500
2,000
3,000
2, 780
780
30,200
14,400
6,100
2,525
9,100
6,020
11,000
850
4,920 1
6
3
41
TOTAL
SPEC IAL
2,000 9,220
0OM TSASS IGTED
TOTAL
13,850 Library included
Assign a public meeting room Division of Office
Engineering Department
47 260
800
850
62,325
10,942
800
960
11,800
960
53s550
Including blue print room
Including meeting room
76,535
Decent ralize
1 2,400
15,300 Including Library
Including meeting room assigned to Public Safety
Department
Including meeting room assigned to Public Safety
Department
PROPOSE DEPARTMENTS OLD DEPARTENTS fCIUDED PRSONNEL PRESElfT SPACE
OFFICE INC.
DRAT ,T ING STORAGE
BOARD OF EXAMnERS OF
GASPITTING
BOARD OF EXAM DERS OF
CONSTRUCTION SUPTS
PUBL IC SAETY DEPARTMENT
Licensing
Inspection
Fire
Police
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
PUBLIC LIBRARY DEP'T
RECREAT ION & PARKS DEPI'T
Park Maintenance
Cemeteries
Recreat ion
same
same
Including meeting room
Including meeting room
Mayor's License
S. L.O. Licenae
License Board
Building Department
Weights and Measures
Electrical Insoection
17
83
190
720
1,000
3,500
7,050
1,325
1,350
16,525
720
960
same
same
same
same 24
Veterans graves included 11
same 7
42' 5,900
4,100
1,000
400
830
18,580
Including meeting room
Including meeting room
Decentralized
Decentralized
Including Public Library
7,650
FAC IL ITIES IRCLTDED:
*Storage space as indicated. is for dead storage and does not include storage for
materials used daily in business.
LA IN ENTRANE LOBBY
EXHIBITION SPACE (PUBLIC LiTURE, MEETINGS,
RALLIES)
COlTOES S IOT SPACE, INFORB'AT ION, TELEPHONE
PUBLIC TOILETS
CAETERIA (300)
TEIEPHONE SWITCHBOARD
CUSTODIAT OFFICE
MA 7TENANCE SHOPS
MECHANICAL EQUIPvETT
PARKG (50 EE.CUTMITE CARS)
42
TOTALREQUl IA.
spD
ASSIGNED
TOTAL
C0MRTS
I
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BUILD ING S TUD IES
Architecture, landscape architecture,
sculpture, and painting, which fire
the imagination and lifts one spirit-
ually is rare in any age...possibly
more rare today than during some per-
iods of the oast. This is no suffi-
cient reason, however, to refttse to
use the best talent that is available.
Unless these arts are recognized and
appreciated, they will decline.
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T 0 P 0 G R A P H Y A I1) S U B S UR F A C E
The proposed site is on the eastern slope of Beacon Hill on original
Boston land. Its elevation is within twenty feet of the summit upon
which the State House is built.
Previous soil borings on the site show that Bed Rock Slate lies be-
tween forty to fifty feet under a layer of hard miscellaneous fill,
sand, yellow clay, and gravel.* Acceptable bearing for the proposed
structure could be either upon reinforced concrete footings or upon
steel piles driven to rock.
Twenty-five feet difference in elevation on this site can be taken ad-
vantage of in planning public, street, and subway entrances, and the
garage and service entrances and exits.
*Journal, Boston Society of Civil Engineers, Report of the Committee
on Subsoils, October, 1949.
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0 R IEX T A T IO N S T U D Y
ARCHITECTURAL CONSIDERATIONS are concerned primarily with the relation-
ships of the proposed City Hall, its office tower and low Council wing,
to the adjacent structures and landscape. Also, an important consider-
ation is the relationship of city workers and pablic visitors to build-
ing and the building to the approaching public. Two possible orienta-
tions of the office tower are possible on this site: SCHIM4 A (par-
allel Beacon Street) and SCHE1M B (parallel Park Street).
SCHWEi A
1. A low structure adjacent to the small Park Street Congre-
gational Church and extending along Park Street to Beacon
Street would be of the same magnitude as other structures
overlooking the Commons. The large office tower would be
set back from the State House which would remain larger
in scale than the Council wing.
2. A low structure would permit red brick to be used to re-
late new architecture to the old architecture of Park
Street Church, the State House and Beacon Street.
3. The low structure, with its Council Chamber, is further-
est distance from the traffic noise of Beacon Street
4. The outlook from the Council wing is excellent. to the
Granary and the Commons. Outlook from the office tower
is excellent: the State House and proposed Civic Center
to the Charles River, the Commons, and the Boston com-
mercial district.
5. The entire composition is visible to the public from long
vistas over the Public Gardens and the Commons. A rela-
tionship of the vast Commons to the tiny and quiet Granary
is now created.
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SCHEME B
1. A high structure, adjacent to the Park Street Church would
be quite impressive, a contrast of new to old and large to
small. This is common place in New York City, but not
quite so well executed in Boston. The office tower here
would somewhat dwarf the State House and this consideration
is very debatable.
2. The office tower would be close to the entrance of the city
workers and the public arriving from the Park Street sub-
way.
3. The outlook from the tower would be over the Commons, the
Granary and Scollay Square district. The outlook from the
Council wing would be the Granery, the State House, and
the Hotel Bellevue. Both outlooks are inferior to SCHEME A.
4. The entire composition would only be visible if and when a
Q'ivic Center comes into existence. From the Commons, how-
ever, only the large office tower would be visible.
SUT - HEAT - SHADOW - STORM STUDIES are primarily concerned with the
large office structure.* In both solutions, the gold dome of the State
House is never in shador during the working day, although both Schemes
A and B shadow the East Wing for a hour or so on winter mornings.
SCBEME A
Advantages:
1. no portion of the proposed building shadows itself
2. fastest moving shadow on State House East Wing
3. entire Granary receives sun until late afternoon
4. both wide facades of office building receive sun
5. narrow side receives direct afternoon sunlight and
heat
Disadvantages:
1. wide winter morning shadow on State House parking grounds
2. greatest summer shadow on Beacon Street
*Light Design and supplementary notes, Moon and Spencer, p 7.02
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SCMa B
Advant ages:
1. least shadow on State House grounds
2. least shadow on Beacon Street
Disadvantages:
1. slowest moving shadow on State House last wing
2. the State House Dome shaded at sunrise in winter for
perhaps a half hour
3. proposed site of new School Committee Building is in
total shadow during winter afternoons
4. the Granary is in almost total shadow during summer
and winter afternoons
5. the afternoon sun and heat strike a wide soithwest
facade
6. a wide facade is open to northeasterly gales
ORIE19TAT ION STUDIES indicate that SCHEI A has definite advantages over
SCHEIM B; therefore, SCHEIv A will be used on this thesis,
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0 IR C U L A T I0 N S T U D Y
Visitors and city workers converge upon City Hall from many directions:
along Beacon Street, Park Street and the Granary. They arrive on
foot, by vehicle and subway; and they arrive at sub-level and two street
levels as follows:
Beacon Street entrances
street level
pedestrian
vehicle
sub-level
parking (Civic Center)
subway (proposed M.T.A..)
int er-building circulation
service supplies
Park Street entrances
street level
pedestrian
vehicle (including ceremonial)
execut ive parking
sub-level
executive parking
Granary entrance
grade
pedestrian (including ceremonial)
This mid-city public structure rises from the sidewalks. Its entrances
are at close proximity to the street. Since vehicles that deliver
49
visitors usually prefer to momentarily panse at the carb and not to
turn into an off street lane, no entrance lane will be needed on
Beacon Street.
On Park Street, an entrance lane will be provided. It may be used by
taxicabs, chauffeur driven visitors, and dignitaries. The entrance
lane will be used on the occasion of a ceremony or a parake. Several
times each year, Park Street (less traveled than Beacon Street) will
be closed to traffic for special occasions.
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APPEND II
"And this is good old Boston,
The home of the bean and the Cod;
Where the Lowells speak only to
Cabots,
And the Cabots speak only to God."
*]Irrbes, Esther, The Boston Book,
1947, p. 93
MARBLE AND TILE 22.01
22.01 MEERIALS
1. 1 1 KARBER for public lobbies shall be Bardiglis Fiorits,
eut from sound stock, even in texture, shade, marking, and
free from imperfections except as allowed by its group
classification. Floor marble shall have a fine sand finish
and designed as detailed on the Floor Plans,
2. TIE shall be Standard Grade and to conform to U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce Simplified Practice Recommendations R61-44
a. GIAZZD WALL TILE for toilet rooms shall be dust
pressed, bright glaze, square edged, and color ap-
proved by the Architect
b. CXRAMIC FLOCR TIL shall for toilet rooms be dust
pressed, vitreous, abrasive natural clay type, and
color approved by the Architect
c. ARY _ T shall be plastic formed, vitreous,
square edged, and uniform red in color
3. PORTA CELET shall be standard grey to conform to ASTM.
0 150-44 Type I
4. WHITE PORTLAND CEMENT shall be Atlas, Medusa, or a cement ap-
proved by the Architect
5. HYDRATED L h1 shall conform to ASTM-C 206-49
6. SAM shell be durable, free from deleterious substances, end
to conform to ASTM-C 40 natural sand, or screenings from
crushed, stone or pebbles, shall be graded from fine to coarse
in accordance with the following sieve analysis:
Passing sieve for mortar for pointing
number setting beds mortar
4 100%
8 95% to 100%
16 60% to 85-
30 35% to 6% 100%
50 l5" to 30%
100 0 to 5% to 5%
22.02
7. MfERAL OXIDE PIGMENTS shall be guaranteed by their manufac-
turer to be unaffected by lime, cement, or weathering and of
brand and color approved by the Architect
8. WATER shall be clean and fit to drink
9. 3NTEGRAL WATERPROOFING ADMIXTURE shall be Medusa, Sika, or a
brand approved by the Architect
22,02 MIXiS OF IWRBLE INSTALLAT ION
1. SETT MG B= MORTAR shall be 1 part Portland cement, 3 parts
sand
2, GROUTING MORTAR: 1 part White Portland cement, 1 part sand,
and pigment as recommended by the manufacturer
22.03 MIS OF T ILE ISTALLATION
1. LEVELIG QAT; 1 part Portland Cement, } to 1 part lime
putty, and 4 - 7 parts sand
2. WALL FLOAT JOAT QR BUTTERORG MORTAR: 1 part Portland dement,
F-to 1 part lime putty, and 3 - 4 parts sand
3. FIQ.R, SETTIG ELED: 1 part Portland cement, 4 - 7 parts sand
4. RO EOK. SETTING BID: 1 part Portland cement, 3 to 4 parts
sand, integral waterproofing compound used in propoortions
recommended by the manufacturer
5. GROUTIVG MD POINTING MORTAR for walls, floor and roof deck
shall be white Portland cement and integral waterproofing
compound, in proportions as recommended by the maiufacturer,
and pigment as recommended by the manufacturer
22.04 MARBLE FLOOR INSTAILAT ION
1. ROUGH FL _SLAB installed by others to 2*" below the finish-
ed floor line shall be thoroughly cleaned and wet with water
2. CGiT SETTMG BED to receive marble tile shall be quite dry
for tamping
22.03
3. MARBR jj!)A shall be taped with suitable mallet until firm-
ly bedded to proper level. It shall then be removed and the
back parged with wet cement or the bed sprinkled with water
and cement. Edges shall be full battered
4. JOIS shall show an even line approximately 1/16" when laid
and finished. Surplus joint cement shall be cleaned from
the surface immediately
22.05 TILE WALL INSTALAT ION
1. CONCRETE BJMK WALL installed by others shall be dampened
just before the Leveling Coat is applied
2. TEORARY MORTAR SCREED$ shall be provided for a plumb and
true surface. The mortar setting bed shall be rodded and
leveled over an area that can be tiled while the bed remains
plastic
3. T_II shall be laid out as indicated on the Drawings to mini--
mize cutting and clipping
4. ACESSORIES provided by others, including mirrors, paper
holders, shelves, shall be set level and evenly spaced in
the Tile work as indicated on the Drawings
5. JIN shall be 1/81, slightly concave and uniform. Floating
or Buttering method may be used provided that the method is
in accordance with the best practice for the intended use of
the completed installation
22.06 _TI QO INSTALLATION (DEcK SIMILAR)
1. RCGH FLOOR SLA installed by others to 2j-" below the finisb.
ed floor level shall be thoroughly cleaned and wet with water
2. IMNT SETTING EQ shall be applied to an area no greater
than can be covered with Tile before the initial set
3. T;I shall be laid out and planned for minimum of cutting. A
thin layer of dry Portland cement shall be dusted on the bed
and worked lightly. The Tile shall then be pressed and beat-
en into the mortar until level.
22.04
4. TOINTS shall show an even line between pattern sheets uni-
form with those within the sheets
5, UING shall be for three (3) full days by applying a bitu-
minous Kraft paper, sealed and weighted, over the floor as
soon as grouting is completed
22.07 SAMPLES of tile and marble and their installation shall be sub-
mitted to the Architect for approval
22.08 GUARANTEE CERTIFICATE shall be furnished the Architect of each
Marble and Tile shipment
22.09 SHOP DRAWDTG of all Marble work shall be submitted to the Archi-
tect with Metal Emblems supplied by the owner placed in the floor
design
22.10 DELIVERY AND STORAGE of material shall be arranged so as not to
interfere with other trades. Marble shall be delivered in wood-
en crates and protected in a fashion of best trade practice.
Tile shall be delivered in original sealed and labeled cartons.
Storage shall be in dry and protected location
22.11 PROTECTION of completed Tile and Marble work from damage by other
Trades shall be provided where required by the Architect
22.12 INSPECT ION of materials and workmanship will be afforded all rea-
sonable facilities and assistance
22.13 W O0 OT DTCILDED is the Mosaic wall murals and sculpture which
shall be un&er separate contract
/~ /
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BOSTON, February 1, 1950.
To:
His EXCELLENCY
THE GOVERNOR OF MASSACHUSETTS
THE HONORABLE
THE MAYOR OF THE CITY OF BOSTON
THE HONORABLE
THE GENERAL COURT OF MASSACHUSETTS
DEAR SIRS:
We are presenting herewith our report covering the organization
of the executive branch of the Boston city government. It is the
final report of the series resulting from the survey of Boston
municipal administration which was required by chapter 261 of the
1948 Massachusetts Legislature.
This report draws on the findings of various consultants who
have studied the departments and agencies in the executive branch
of the City of Boston. In our opinion, the individual reports of
the departments and agencies of the city show rather conclusively
the basic weaknesses in the existing organization structure. The
organization plans proposed are designed to correct those weaknesses.
The chief aim of this survey has been to arrive at a "blueprint
of good administration" for the city government of Boston; oppor-
tunities for immediate savings have been revealed. This blue-
print presents a picture of the organizational structure best designed
to carry out the several functions of the city government and the
most efficient and economical administrative procedure to operate
within that framework of organization.
A summary of the findings follows.
The City of Boston is organized under a slightly modified
strong-mayor type of city government. Under this type, authority
over the executive branch of the government is centralized in the
Mayor. The strong-mayor plan is generally recognized as one of
the two best plans of city organization in use in American cities.
The other plan is the council-manager type, which has been very
successful in many smaller cities, but has not yet been applied
successfully in a city as large as Boston.
Many executive functions in the present city organization lie
wholly or partly outside the Mayor's jurisdiction under independent
or semi-independent officials. This large number of independent
departments and agencies partially nullifies the effectiveness of the
basic plan.
The administration of the School and Police Departments is
beyond the control of the Mayor's office. The Housing Authority
is under both city and state jurisdiction. The Election and Library
Departments, together with various boards and commissions, may
be controlled by the Mayor only near the close of his term or after
he is re-elected, since the terms of office of members of the con-
trolling boards and commissions are not concurrent with the term
of the Mayor.
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The executive branch of the city government is organized as
follows:
Mayor
Appeal, Board of
Art Commission
Assessing Department
Auditing Department
Budget Department
Building Department
Collecting Department
Election Department
Examiners, Board of
Fire Department
Health Department
Hospital Department
Institutions Department
Law Department
Library Department
Park Department
Penal Institutions Department
Planning Board
Printing Department
Public Buildings Department
Public Welfare, Department of
Public Works, Department of
Real Estate Commission
Registry Department
Retirement Board
Sinking Funds Commission
Statistics Department
Street Laying-Out Department
Supply Department
Traffic Commission
Treasury Department
Veterans' Services Department
Weights and Measures Department
Zoning Adjustment, Board of
School Committee
School Department
School Buildings, Board of Commissioners of
Police Commissioner (appointed by the Governor)
Police Department
Licensing Board (appointed by the Governor)
Finance Commission (appointed by the Governor)
NOTE.- The Transit Department, which would have been the thirty-fifth
agency reporting to the Mayor, was liquidated, and city control of transit
properties was transferred to the Metropolitan Transit Authority in August,
1949, under the terms of chapter 572 of the Acts of 1949.
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The City Council, with the City Clerk, constitutes the legis-
lative branch of the city government. The council elects the City
Clerk. This officer actually performs not only legislative functions,
but also executive functions. His office is not included in the
tabulation of the administrative agencies appearing above because
of the manner of filling the office, and the basic functions clearly
identify it as a legislative agency.
The City Council shares- the appointment of members of the
Boston Housing Authority with the Mayor and the State Board
of Housing.
The Finance Commission, whose members are appointed by the
Governor and Executive Council, is not a part of the executive or
administrative branch. This agency is solely advisoiy and has
no administrative authority.
The existing organization structure of the executive branch
of Boston's city government at some point violates every recognized
principle of good organization. The Commission believes that the
defects are such as to limit seriously the possibility of securing
effective, economical administration. It is apparent that the
Mayor could never confer frequently enough with the heads of the
thirty-four agencies and departments under his supervision to
enable him to become conversant with the important problems
facing these organization units.
Duplication of effort and, in many cases, of facilities, together
with obvious instances of excessive overhead, results from the
diffusion of responsibility for municipal functions among these
many agencies. Many important duties are not adequately dis-
charged because more than one agency is responsible and, conse-
quently, neither assumes full authority. On-frequent occasions the
public is unnecessarily inconvenienced in seeking service by being
referred back and forth, as each of two partially responsible agen-
cies seeks to have the other perform the particular service desired.
Operating activities, consisting of direct services rendered to
the public, and staff activities, consisting of services to operating
organizations, are decentralized and, in many instances, are per-
formed jointly by the same agency or department. This decen-
tralization is believed to result in an unnecessarily high cost in
the rendering of staff services.
Tventy of the thirty-four separate agencies reporting to the
Mayor have been created by statute. Therefore, almost any
fundamental changes in the present organizational structure of the
executive branch would require changes in existing legislation.
Obviously, therefore, the first and foremost need in the present
situation is for the reorganization of the municipal services and the
consolidation of the departments in which they are now scattered
into a smaller and more cohesive group. The accomplishment of
this purpose is fraught with great difficulty under the present
circumstances.
The charter amendments of 1909, as subsequently amended,
made some progress in the direction of more efficient organization
when it gave to the Mayor and Council the authority "to reorganize,
8consolidate or abolish, in whole or in part, departments" - except,
in effect, the School Department, the Election Department, and
the departments in charge of an official or officials appointed by the
Governor. Historically, the City Council has not always been will-
ing to follow the Mayor's recommendations in respect to consolida-
tions. When the charter amendments of 1909 were new, and there
was a great pressure of public opinion for reorganization and con-
solidation, a council of nine members cooperated with the Mayor
in consolidating and reorganizing the Public Works Department
and the Health Department. On the other hand, some years later
the City Council (this time consisting of twenty-two members)
refused cooperation to another mayor when he made an effort to
consolidate the various engineering functions into one department.
The Mayor is held responsible, by charter, for administration.
The Council is specially prohibited, by charter, from interference
in administration. Therefore, it would seem that the Mayor,
because of his responsibility and his daily exercise of it, becomes
expert in administration, while the Council - because of the charter
bar to interference in administration - becomes merely an observer
after the fact. In such circumstances it would seem to be contrary
not only to the underlying principle of the charter but also to logical
reasoning to force the Mayor to obtain the consent of the Council
in execution of a plan to reorganize and consolidate. It is incon-
ceivable that the Mayor should be completely responsible for the
administration of the executive branch of the government, yet have
to win the Council over to his way of thinking in how such a branch
shall be organized. Definitely, this situation has been a factor in
precluding previous administrations from making any great strides
in reorganizing the city government.
The Commission recommends that the statutes be changed to
enable the reorganization, consolidation, or abolition of depart-
ments of the executive branch of the city government to be accom-
plished by executive order of the Mayor. However, the power to
create new departments and agencies to administer new functions
should be vested in the.Mayor and Council jointly. The extent of
the reorganization proposed in this report and the need to carry out
such reorganization in sequential stages demand this extension of
the power of the Mayor over the departments for which he is
responsible.
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations of the Commission expressed or implied
in this report are as follows:
1. Rescind all existing statutes dealing with the organi-
zation of the executive branch of the city government in order
to permit the adoption of a new integrated organization struc-
ture based upon sound principles and designed to meet the
needs of the city in supplying services.
2. Reorganize the executive branch of the city govern-
ment as indicated in Chart A, Recommended Interim Plan of
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Organization.
status of the
presently not
This plan provides for no change in the present
following departments and agencies which are
under the direct control of the Mayor:
Art Commission
Election Department
Housing Authority
Library Department
Planning Board
Police Department
School Committee
Zoning Adjustment, Board of
Two operating departments not completely controlled
Mayor would be expanded to include additional functions.
departments are as follows:
by the
These
Hospitals
Public Welfare
In addition, the revised organization would include four operat-
ing departments controlled directly by the Mayor as follows:
Health Department
Public Safety Department
Public Works Department
Recreation and Parks Department
There would be six staff departments controlled by the Mayor
as follows:
Planning Department
Assessing Department
Engineering Department
Finance Department
Law Department
Supply Department
Certain of these principal organization units would have
affiliated boards with appellate or advisory functions.
3. Gradually consolidate the organization of the executive
branch to reduce the number of agencies and to develop the
organization pattern indicated in Chart B, Recommended Ulti-
mate Plan of Organization. This plan calls for the restoration
of the Mayor's control of the police function by placing the
present Police Department in the proposed Department of
Public Safety as a division; the creation of a Department of
Health and Welfare, which would combine the Departments of
Health, Hospitals, and Public Welfare, which are recommended
in the interim plan; the assumption of the administrative
activities of the Planning Department by the proposed Depart-
ment of Engineering; and the incorporation of the Department
of Supply as a division to be known as Purchasing and Property
Control in the Finance Department.
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The final organization structure, as recommended by the
Commission, would include six operating departments as follows:
Library
Election
Health and Welfare
Public Safety
Public Works
Recreation and Parks
and four staff departments, as follows:
Assessing
Engineering
Finance
Law
It contemplates the retention of certain advisory and appellate
boards where these appear necessary.
These operating and staff departments, together with certain
agencies not under the Mayor's direct control but, nevertheless,
responsible to the Mayor for the discharge of their duties, would
report through a chief of staff who would be, in effect, a deputy
mayor or an administrative assistant to the Mayor.
4. Consolidate in the office of City Clerk the residual
functions of the Registry Department, the City Messenger,
Clerk of Committees, and the responsibility for editing and
arranging the City Record and the Municipal Register.
5. Transfer the cities of Chelsea and Revere and the
town of Winthrop to Middlesex and/or Essex County.
6. Urge that the Commonwealth accept responsibility for
the operation and maintenance of all penal institutions, which
would result in state operation of the Deer Island House of
Correction and the elimination from the Charles Street Jail of
sentenced prisoners. (In the interim organization chart, the
penal institution is placed under public welfare merely to pro-
vide a home for it until state operation is achieved. It could
as well be placed in the Department of Hospitals, since to a
great extent its maintenance problems are similar to those of
the hospitals and many of its inmates are hospital cases.
ORGANIZATION OF THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF THE
CITY GOVERNMENT
Scope of the Report
This report is intended to consider, and to offer recommen-
dations with respect to, the basic organization structure of the
executive branch of the city government and the allocation of
functions to the several agencies which make up that branch.
All of the reports of various consulting firms made to this
Commission have dealt with individual organization units or specific
functions or activities. Included in nearly all of these reports are
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comments and recommendations concerning the internal organiza-
tion of the units under consideration in the report and the allocation
of functions and activities to these agencies and their subdivisions.
In some of these individual reports recommendations are also
made regarding the appropriateness of the functions or the place
of the agency in the executive branch. There will be certain recom-
mendations in this report that are not in complete agreement with
the recommendations found in these individual reports. The
explanation is, of course, that recommendations regarding the place
of any agency in the organization pattern of the city government,
when considered from the isolated standpoint of that agency alone,
may be entirely different from recommendations as to the organiza-
tion pattern based on consideration of all functions and activities
of the city government. The comments and recommendations in
this report are based on a review of the executive branch as a whole,
including all of its functions and agencies.
Description of the Existing Plan of Organization
The city operates under a slightly modified strong-mayor
type of city government. Under this plan, the Mayor, who is
elected by the voters for a term of four years, heads the executive
branch of the city government and has individual responsibility
for the work of that branch. In Boston, however, many of the
executive functions lie outside the Mayor's jurisdiction under
independent or semi-independent officials.
The public schools are under the general management and
control of a School Committee of five members elected by the
qualified voters. This committee operates independently of the
Mayor.
The Police Department is under the direction of a Commis-
sioner, who is appointed by the Governor of the Commonwealth
for a seven-year term. Thus, this department operates inde-
pendently of the Mayor, even to the extent of authorizing
expenditures.
Like the Police Commissioner, members of the Licensing
Board are appointed by the Governor. This board also operates
independently of the Mayor.
The Housing Authority has an independent status, because
the appointing power is shared by the Mayor, the Council, and the
Massachusetts State Board of Housing.
There are several agencies, headed by boards and commissions,
which are a part of the executive branch, but over which the chief
executive does not exercise complete control. This is due to the
fact that the terms of office of the members are not concurrent with
that of the Mayor. Therefore, a mayor is prevented from appoint-
ing a majority of members to any board or commission until late in
his term of office. Included among these agencies are the Art
Commission, the Election Department, the Library Department,
the Planning Board, and the Board of Zoning Adjustment. In addi-
mm
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tion to these, there are twelve other agencies which are partially
removed from the control of the Mayor because of boards or
commissions at their head.
There is a total of thirty-four separate departments or agencies
in the executive branch of Boston's government. The agencies
range in size from the Public Works Department, consisting of five
major divisions, to the Art Commission, which has only one part-
time employee. Fourteen of the departments or agencies were
created by ordinance, the remainder being established by statute.
Seventeen of these agencies are headed each by a single official,
whereas each of the others is under the direction of a board or com-
mission. The functions of four of these agencies headed by boards
and commissions are either appellate or advisory, their administra-
tive work being handled by other departments or agencies.
A list of all the agencies performing executive functions appears
in Exhibit A appended to this report.
This report presents an analysis of the present organization of
the executive branch, notes certain of its weaknesses, and makes
recommendations for its improvement. The fact that twenty of the
thirty-four separate agencies have been created by statute makes it
impossible to propose fundamental changes in the existing organiza-
tion structure of the executive branch without contemplating
legislative action. The recommended changes in the organization
of the executive branch are numerous and affect the functions and
relationships of many executive agencies. As a first step toward
their adoption, it would seem necessary to repeal all existing legis-
lation dealing with the organization of the executive branch of the
city government. This would make possible the adoption of a new
organization pattern without encountering legal obstacles. Any new
legislation should be designed to make it possible for reorganization
to be accomplished.
Defects in the Existing Plan of Organization
The existing organization structure of the executive branch
of the city government does not measure up to many of the accepted
criteria of good organization. The extent of the divergencies is
such as to interfere seriously with, or even preclude, the effective
performance of the city's functions. Even where a reasonable
degree of effectiveness is achieved, a high cost results from the lack
of coordination and the poor organization relationships.
The defects in the present organization are many. However,
the most serious is the dispersion of authority and responsibility
among so many departments, boards, commissions, and other agen-
cies as to multiply the demands for top-level management, direction,
coordination, and control. The facilities for top-level management
are limited even for a well-integrated organization. Efforts toward
effective management are largely dissipated because they cannot be
sufficiently concentrated to produce effective results.
Other defects include the following:
1. Closely related work requiring close coordination is
assigned to different agencies.
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2. Responsibility for the conduct of certain activities is
vague, and duplication is rife.
3. Boards and commissions are given functions that
require prompt and decisive action (these functions can be
handled best by a single responsible executive). On the other
hand, executive chairmen of boards with appellate jurisdiction
are able to influence appellate decisions unduly.
4. Staff services on a city-wide basis for the operating
agencies are inadequate to realize full service value.
Proposed Plan of Organization
Scope of the Recommended Plans. Any revision in the organiza-
tion structure of the executive branch of the city government to
make it conform to sound principles would necessitate major
changes. Complete conformity to such principles would be achieved
only through an organization having little resemblance to the present
one; hence, it has been deemed desirable to recognize the necessity
for a considerable period of transition. To meet this situation, two
plans of organizations are presented in this report. The first of
these, an interim plan, is shown by Chart A, Recommended Interim
Plan of Organization, which is appended to this report. The
second plan is shown by Chart B, Recommended Ultimate Plan
of Organization, also appended.
The interim plan is proposed for early adoption. All the
changes proposed under it are in the direction of the ultimate plan,
which would require simply further steps beyond the interim plan.
After adoption of the interim plan, these steps can be taken sepa-
rately, as rapidly or as slowly as circumstances justify.
The detailed description in the remainder of this report centers
around the immediate objective; that is, the adoption of the interim
plan, as depicted by Chart A. At the conclusion of the description
of proposed departments in the interim plan, further changes neces-
sary for completion of the ultimate plan are indicated.
Agencies Not Subject to Direct Control by the Mayor. As previ-
ously indicated, there are numerous agencies which must be con-
sidered a part of the executive branch of the government although
they are not subject to direct control by the Mayor. These include
the School Committee, the Police Department, Licensing Board,
the Housing Authority, and seventeen departments and agencies
which are headed by boards or commissions.
While there is some precedent for placing all executive agen-
cies under the direct control of the Mayor (a course which the
Commission would normally advocate), there is also considerable
reason for not adopting such a pattern in Boston. The traditions
that have grown up relative to some of the agencies just named,
and the opposition that a plan incorporating them all under the
direct control of the Mayor would engender, are such as to lead
the Commission to believe that it would be best to treat them as
indicated in the following paragraphs.
The School Committee is elected directly by the voters. For
all practical purposes it operates completely independent of the
executive branch. The pattern of an independent school committee
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is similar to that found in all other cities and towns in the Common-
wealth and in other states as well. Consequently, no proposal is
made that the schools be brought under the jurisdiction of the
Mayor.
The Police Commissioner is appointed by the Governor, and
the Police Department enjoys practically the same degree of inde-
pendence from the executive branch as does the School Committee.
This is not a common arrangement; in fact, the only other large
cities in the country protected by state-controlled police forces are
Baltimore, St. Louis, and Kansas City, Missouri. There are
important arguments for the inclusion of the department in the
executive branch of the city. Among them is the fact that as long
as one level of government has authority to authorize expenditures
and another has the responsibility for providing the funds, the
opportunities for providing economical administration will be con-
siderably reduced. However, state control has had a part in keep-
ing to a minimum the rapid succession of both professional and
nonprofessional administrations, and the existing arrangement is
one of long standing. Consequently, no change is contemplated in
the position of the Police Department in the proposed interim
organization plan. However, under the ultimate plan of organi-
zation, the police forces would be placed in the Public Safety
Department.
The Housing Authority was created by statute, and provision
is made for the use of state funds in carrying out a portion of its
work. It has some of the earmarks of an independent, or at least a
quasi-independent, municipal corporation. The circumstances sur-
rounding' its creation and its source of revenue are such that it is
proposed that this agency continue to retain its semi-independent
status in the executive branch.
The Library Department, Hospital Department, Public Welfare,
Election Department, Art Commission, Planning Board, and
Board of Zoning Adjustment are definite parts of the executive
branch of the city government. However, the Mayor does not
have complete control over them. As already mentioned, this is
due to the fact that all these agencies are headed by boards or
commissions, and the terms of office are not concurrent with that
of the Mayor. It is impossible for a mayor to control these boards
through the appointment of the members until he has been in office
several years. No change in the status of these agencies is con-
templated in the interim plan of organization. However, the
Commission proposes that the Department of Hospitals shall include
the functions of the present Department of Institutions. In a
similar manner, the Department of Public Welfare would assume
additional functions and responsibilities.
The Licensing Board consists of three members appointed by
the Governor with the advice and consent of the Governor's Council.
It is believed that the function of issuing licenses should be centralized
in one agency for the reasons that are presented in detail later in
this report. It is further believed that the issuing agency should
be a part of one of the city departments under the jurisdiction of
the Mayor.
Allocation of Functions. The central feature of both the interim
and the ultimate proposed plans of organization is the grouping of
functions and activities which involve similar processes or operations
under the control of the same department head. The number of
departments would be limited so that the Mayor could exercise
effective control and supervision. The departments themselves
would be large enough to make possible the distribution of the
unavoidable expense of "overhead" over areas wide enough to
reduce unit costs substantially. The interim plan would provide
for a definite distinction between staff and operating departments;
the continued existence of certain departments with essentially no
changes in their present functions; the continued existence of certain
departments with significant additions, or deletions, in their present
functions; the discontinuance of certain old departments; and the
creation of certain new departments.
Those departments to be continued under the interim plan
with no material changes in their present functions are as follows:
Department of Assessing
Department of Law
Department of Elections
Department of Health
Department of Public Library
Those departments to be continued with significant changes
in their present functions under the interim plan are as follows:
Department of Supply
Department of Public Welfare
Department of Recreation and Parks (new title)
Department of Public Works
Those new departments to be created under the interim plan
are as follows:
Department of Finance
Department of Engineering
Department of Hospitals
Department of Public Safety
Department of Planning
All other departments presently under the control of the Mayor
would be abolished and their functions assigned to one of the fourteen
recommended departments.
Boards and Commissions. It is contemplated by the Commis-
sion that several of the agencies would be provided with "boards"
made up of members to be appointed by the Mayor for overlapping
terms. The following boards would be included:
Board of Sinking Funds Commissioners
Board of Special Assessments
Planning Board
Board of Zoning Adjustment
Retirement Board
Boston Traffic Commission
Board of Appeals
Licensing Appeal Board (proposed)
Art Commission
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These boards would have advisory, rule-making, quasi-judicial,
and quasi-legislative functions. Aside from these functions, these
boards or commissions would have no administrative powers or
duties.
However, it is contemplated that two of the departments in
the executive branch of the government would be actually governed
by boards, each operating over and through a department head in
the interim plan of organization. These departments would be:
Department of Public Welfare
Department of Hospitals (proposed)
Each of these department boards would have the responsi-
bility of selecting an administrative head for the agency. This
official would be delegated the authority to carry out the policies
set forth by the board.
Heads of Departments. Each of the departments, except those
governed by boards, would have as its head an officer appointed
by the Mayor. A department head would be designated, when no
more appropriate title applies, as the "director" of the department.
Subject to the direction and control of the Mayor (or the board in
the case of each of the two "excepted" departments), each director
would manage his department and would, through the departmental
organization provided, exercise all the department's functions and
carry out the provisions of the charter and the ordinances of the
city, and any state laws applicable, with respect to such functions.
Divisions. It is contemplated that each of the several depart-
ments be divided into two or more divisions, the number being
dependent upon the various activities in which the individual
department is engaged. The division would constitute the basic
unit of operation and would represent the lowest recognized execu-
tive level in the organization. The head of each division should be
designated as "commissioner," when no more appropriate title
applies. The commissioners should be career men and should not
be subject to replacement upon a change in administration.
Preferably, the positions should be subject to civil service tenure.
The commissioner should be the appointing authority for all
employees in the division.
Although the divisions would be subordinate to the depart-
ment directors, they would carry on as responsible units, subject to
such measure of control and direction as the department director
may choose to exercise.
Provision for Staff Services. There is a basic distinction between
the operating departments, which furnish services to the public,
and the departments that are concerned with providing facilities
for the operating departments and exercising various management,
or staff, functions.
Under some conditions it is possible for operating depart-
ments to carry on staff activities of the facilitative type effectively
and to furnish entirely satisfactory facilitative service to other
operating departments. However, when staff activities are assigned
to operating departments on a large scale, they often do not operate
as satisfactorily as they do when they are set up in a strictly facili-
tative service organization. It is inevitable, when they are under
the control of an operating chief, that the service to other organiza-
tion units will suffer if there has to be a choice between performing
work for the department in which they are located and performing
work for some other department.
A more appropriate method for providing staff services and
staff direction is to establish separate staff organizations that have
no operating functions. The proposed interim plan of organization
provides for the continued existence of the staff Departments of
Assessing, Supply, and Law; the creation of Departments of Finance
and Engineering; and the assignment of staff activities only to these
organizations.
A description of the functions and activities involved in the
various staff departments is presented in subsequent pages of this
report.
Description of the Proposed Organization of Departments Under
Interim Plan
In the subsequent sections of this report, the City Clerk's
office, the Mayor's office, and the twelve departments recommended
under the interim plan of organization to be under the control of
the Mayor are examined (counting the Departments of Public
Welfare and Hospitals under the control of boards appointed by
the Mayor). The proposed transfer of existing functions to other
organizations, the relationship with other agencies, the form of
managing authority, and the advantages to be gained by the pro-
posed grouping are discussed in some detail for each department.
Some consideration is also given to the internal organization of the
departments, particularly in those cases where the department is
not already in existence.
The present functions of all existing departments and agencies
and the manner in which they would be allocated to departments
and agencies under the proposed interim plan of organization are
shown in summary fashion in Exhibit A of this report.
City Clerk
-As pointed out in a separate report submitted to this- or-
mission- on the City Clerk Department and related agenciesrThe -
City Clerk in Boston performs dual functions in both the legislative -
and executive branches of government.* No major purpose would -
be served-hy-altering-this arrangement, whibh is the common pattern -
throughout the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. However, the
emp atesM The responsibilities of the City Clerk -
should be increased to include those functions presently assigned to-
the Registry Department, the City Messenger, and the Clerk -
of Committees of the Council. The editing and arranging of the
City Record and Municipal Register, which are presently responsi-
bilities of the Statistics Department, would also be performed by the-
City Clerk.
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There are numerous advantages to be gained from such an
arrangement. It would:
1. Provide for a full-time responsible official who would
have jurisdiction over all the housekeeping activities of the
Council.
2. Make possible the elimination of the positions of the
City Messenger and Clerk of Committees.
3. Eliminate the duplication of effort among the various
officers serving the City Council.
4. Provide for the centralization and consolidation of
council records.
- 5. Make possible greater utilization of the microfilming
processes.
6. Make possible more effective use of staff engaged in
the recording process.
7. Centralize responsibility for all city documents, which
should result in savings in editorial and distribution costs.
Office of the Mayor
The primary purpose of the office of the Mayor is to provide a
staff which would render personal assistance to the Mayor and
assist him in carrying out the many routine duties which are incum-
bent upon him. Normally, this includes handling of incoming and
outgoing correspondence; processing of many papers and documents
which must be signed by the Mayor; caring for visitors; and
arranging for the many engagements which the Mayor must keep.
In Boston, however, the activities of the Mayor's office have
been expanded to include such matters as approving hawker and
peddler licenses; arranging for public celebrations and the enter-
tainment of distinguished guests; registering and caring for veterans'
graves; censoring and licensing commercial entertainment and
recreation; and counseling residents of Boston in matters of housing
and tenants' rights.
The Mayor cannot be expected to exercise direct supervision
over all of these miscellaneous activities. Furthermore, some of
these activities are very similar to the work that is now being per-
formed by other departments. In order to concentrate similar
activities in the same agency, provide adequate supervision over
all activities, and limit the function of the office of the Mayor to a
personal service agency, the Commission recommends that several
of the activities of the Mayor's office be transferred to other agencies
as follows:
1. The registration and care of veterans' graves to the
Division of Cemeteries of the Recreation and Park Department.
2. The censorship and licensing of entertainment to the
proposed Division of Licenses in the proposed Department of
Public Safety.
It is recommended in another report prepared for the Com-
mision on the Mayor's office and related activities that the housing
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service and the approving of hawker and peddler licenses by the
Mayor be discontinued. In the report on the City Clerk Depart-
ment and related agencies, it is recommended that the newspaper
clipping service, presently performed by the Statistics Department,
be made the responsibility of the Mayor's office.
The net effect of these recommendations, with which the
Commission concurs, would be to assign to the office of the Mayor
the following functions:
1. Rendering personal service to the Mayor.
2. Operating a newspaper clipping service.
3. Arranging for public celebrations and the entertain-
ment of distinguished guests.
Proposed Department of Finance
Functions and Organization of the Proposed Department of
Finance. The Commission contemplates that the proposed Depart-
ment of Finaice would have the functions presently assigned to the
Auditing, Treasury, Collecting, and Budget Departments. The
proposed department would be organized into three divisions:
(1) Division of Budget and Personnel; (2) Division of Accounts
and Control; and (3) Division of Treasury.
The Division of Budget and Personnel should assume the
present responsibilities of the Budget Department. Additional
responsibility should include:
1. The authority to make continuous studies of the
operation, staff, plant, equipment, and operating policies and
procedures of the various departments and their divisions, and
to devise means and methods for bringing about improvements
agreed upon or ordered by the Mayor.
2. The administration of the budget allotment system as
proposed in a separate report on financial administration.
3. The responsibility for the development and adminis-
tration of a personnel classification and compensation plan.
4. The administration of the retirement system.
With the exception of the responsibility for postauditing, the
Division of Accounts and Control should assume the present func-
tions of the Auditing Department. The responsibility for the post-
auditing function should be transferred to the City Council. This
would involve the appointment by the Council of an audit officer,
who would be responsible for determining the municipal activities
which require auditing, scheduling audits in a planned program,
determining the audit coverage, and causing the audits to be made.
The Division of the Treasury should assume the functions of
the Treasury and the Collecting Department. Among the divi-
sion's responsibilities would be included the collection of revenues,
the custody of funds, and the disbursement of moneys.
Form of Managing Authority of the Proposed Department of
Finance. The department should be headed by a director selected
by the Mayor, who should be paid a salary commensurate with the
responsibilities involved. As head of the department, the director
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would be responsible to the chief executive for all activities of the
department. The director should be the central source of financial
information and advice for the Mayor and the Council, and he
should integrate and coordinate the activities of subordinate divi-
sions in accordance with the policy decisions of the Mayor and the
rules and ordinances adopted by the Council.
Each of the divisions would be headed by a commissioner, who
would be selected by the director with the approval of the Mayor
in accordance with the terms of civil service law.
In creating a centralized Department of Finance, care must
be taken to preserve the necessary internal checks while providing
for the coordination of the financial processes. Therefore, it is
specifically contemplated that the sole authority to approve
vouchers and draw warrants be vested in the Commissioner of
Accounts and Control, with the treasurer having the sole authority
to sign checks. However, the Director of Finance should have
authority to supervise their activities in all other respects.
Boards and Commissions of the Proposed Department of Finance.
At present, there are two boards which have close relationship with
the financial administration agencies. These are the Board of
Sinking Funds Commissioners and the Retirement Board. Mem-
bership on both is controlled, in whole or in part, by the Mayor
through appointments.
The administrative activities of the Board. of Sinking Funds
Commissioners are handled by the Auditing and Treasury Depart-
ments. The board itself limits its activities to rule making and
policy decisions. No change in this arrangement is contemplated.
as the Treasury Division would assume the responsibilities of the
Treasury Department, and the Accounts and. Control Division
would assume the responsibilities of the Auditing Department. The
board will automatically cease to function when the last term bonds
are retired.
The Retirement Board administers the municipal employees'
retirement systems. This involves the maintenance of accounts,
the determination of municipal contributions, the verification of the
eligibility of claimants, the authorization and payment of benefits,
and the.investment of funds. It is proposed that the administrative
work of the board be delegated to the proposed Division of Budget
and Personnel. It would be the responsibility of this division to
provide the board with the necessary statistical information in
determining which employees are eligible for pensions and the
amounts thereof. It is also proposed that the maintenance of the
retirement accounts be made the responsibility of the proposed
Division of Accounts and Control.
Advantages in the Creation of a Department of Finance. The
consolidation of most of the city's financial administration activities
in a Department of Finance offers many advantages. Among
these are the following:
1. It would promote integration, coordination, and
cooperation among the agencies engaged in the various phases
of financial administration.
2. It would eliminate duplication of effort, interdepart-
mental jealousy, and waste of effort on uncoordinated activities,
and would preclude the stagnation of operations in outmoded
procedures..
3. It would provide for a single source of financial infor-
mation for the guidance of the city administration.
4. It would provide for a better system of checks and
balances through the separation of the preaudit and postaudit
functions.
5. It would provide for the centralized control of per-
sonnel administration.
6. It would make possible the more efficient and eco-
nomical use of office machinery.
7. It would guarantee more reasonable tenure to key
officials.
Department of Assessing
There are several arguments for incorporating the Assessing
Department as a division in the proposed Department of Finance.
However, it would seem that the disadvantages outweigh the
advantages. Among the more important reasons for retaining
the independence of this department are:
1. The activities and work processes of the Assessing
Department are not very closely related to those of the normal
component organization units of a Finance Department.
2. The independent status of the Assessing Department
separates the determination of tax receivables from the actual
collection of the tax. This is an important internal check.
The Assessing Department is presently headed by a Board of
Assessors. There are numerous disadvantages in an arrangement
under which an administrative agency is headed by a board rather
than a single administrator. There is also considerable precedent
for assessments to be handled by a single administrator. Conse-
quently, the Commission recommends that the Board of Assessors
be abolished.
As no major change is contemplated in the functions of the
Assessing Department, its relationship with the other departments
and agencies would remain substantially unchanged. The proposed
internal organization of the department is discussed in considerable
detail in a separate report completed for the Commission, entitled
"Assessing Practice and Assessments in the City of Boston."
Department of Supply
Proposed Functions of the Department of Supply. The Commis-
sion proposes that the Department of Supply have, in addition to
its present functions, the responsibility for:
1. Procuring all supplies, materials, and equipment,
and those contractual services which are common to the needs
of several city agencies, or granting specific exemptions in the
form of authority for the several agencies to procure independ-
ently a certain class, or classes, of commodities or services.
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2. Prescribing the procedure by which other agencies
would submit requisitions and estimates, issue shipping instruc-
tions or delivery orders on contracts, make and report emergency
purchases, make purchases from petty cash funds, and carry
on other related purchasing operations.
3. Operating a central warehouse for those common-use
items of housekeeping, cleaning, maintenance, stationery,
office, and comparable supplies, which are used in large
quantities.
4. Formulating rules and regulations prescribing standard
systems, methods, and procedures for the effective control,
utilization, and orderly disposal of personal property in the
custody of city and county agencies.
5. Exercising all of the functions now vested in the
Printing Department.
6. Engaging in all activities connected with the centralized
care and maintenance of automotive equipment, except such
equipment used by the Fire Department.
Advantages in Assigning Additional Functions to the Department
of Supply. The proposed grouping of functions would afford
numerous advantages in the administration of the city government.
It is believed that if the Supply Department were to serve all
agencies of the city and the county, it could do so without increasing
the number of purchase orders now being issued. The consequent
elimination of such work in the operating departments would
obviously produce substantial savings. Moreover, the placing of
complete control over all procurement in the Supply Department
(which is the only department that makes a pretense of securing
competitive bids on all transactions) and the consequent opportuni-
ties for bulk purchasing should produce substantial savings.
Savings could also be realized through the centralized storage
and distribution of common-use materials.
The Printing Department is responsible for providing all
printing, binding, stationery, and office supplies used by the several
agencies of the city government. Aside from the actual printing
operation, its function is primarily one of supply. There is little
justification for the continuance of the Printing Department as a
purchasing office. This work could be done much more effectively
and economically by the Supply Department. The printing opera-
tion, in itself, does not justify being administered by an agency of
department status. As it is unquestionably a service activity, it
should be the responsibility of one of the proposed service depart-
ments. The Supply Department is the most logical service organi-
zation to assume responsibility for this activity, as it would be
responsible for furnishing all supplies and equipment required by
the city government.
Effective property utilization is not only necessary to curtail
expenditures for new equipment by one branch of an organization
when surplus equipment is available by transfer from some other
branch, but it is an important link in the chain of supply. The
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present arrangement, by which each agency is completely responsible
for its own property, does not preclude one agency from being in the
market to buy equipment while another agency is attempting to
dispose of comparable equipment or has surpluses lying idle.
One of the more important features of the proposed organization
plan is the consolidation of all of the automotive equipment main-
tenance activities. At present, this work is handled on a completely
decentralized basis. The equipment needs of many of the agencies
are too small to warrant the operation of an agency repair shop.
Consequently, these agencies must have the work performed on a
contractual basis. Those agencies that do operate shop facilities
usually have insufficient work to keep highly paid mechanics working
at their maximum skills on a full-time basis. The only effective
way to put the care of automotive equipment on an economical
basis is to provide for centralized maintenance.
The Equipment Service Division of the Public Works Depart-
ment presently provides centralized maintenance for all vehicles
used by that department. A practical method of obtaining the
centralization of this activity on a city-wide basis would be to
expand the facilities and scope of work of the Equipment Service
Division to include the maintenance of all city-owned automotive
equipment. (Actually, the equipment service activity of the Public
Works Department is handled by a subunit of the Highway Divi-
sion. For the sake of clarity in this report, this subunit is referred
to as the Equipment Service Division.)
The determination of the most appropriate service agency to
be responsible for city-wide automotive equipment maintenance is
dependent upon the organization structure of the executive branch
and the assignment of other functions. Its inclusion in the Depart-
ment of Supply is recommended for two principal reasons:
1. The Supply Department uses a very small number of
motor vehicles in its own operations; consequently, it would
have little cause to take care of its own needs first.
2. After a centralized equipment maintenance activity
has had an opportunity to function smoothly, the next improve-
ment would be to place all automotive equipment on a rental
basis operated from an equipment pool. This would involve
such Supply Department activities as procurement, storage,
use, and disposition of equipment.
The maintenance of Fire Department automotive equipment
has been excluded from consideration in the proposed centralized
equipment maintenance activity for two important reasons:
1. Because of the large amount of auxiliary equipment
involved, the techniques used in maintaining this equipment
are substantially different from those used on other vehicles.
Thus, this repair work requires certain degrees of specialization.
2. It is very often desirable to have mechanics under
the jurisdiction of the Fire Department, so that they can be
called out at any time to maintain equipment while it is engaged
in fighting fires.
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Organization of the Department of Supply. The Commission
recommends that the Supply Department be organzied into three
divisions as follows: purchasing, printing, and equipment. The
Division of Purchasing would be responsible for the procurement,
storage, and issuance of all supplies, materials, and services, along
with the control and disposition of all surplus property. The
Division of Printing would be responsible for the printing work now
done by the Printing Department. The Division of Equipment
would be responsible for the maintenance of automotive equipment.
The department would be headed by a director appointed by
the Mayor, and each division would be under the jurisdiction of a
commissioner.
Proposed Department of Engineering
Functions and Organization of the Proposed Department of
Engineering. It has been previously indicated that many operat-
ing agencies engage in such staff activities as drafting, designing,
blueprinting, survey work, contract specification writing, building
maintenance, building construction, and building operation. In
order to provide successfully for the administration of these activi-
ties, the Commission proposes that a Department of Engineering be
created.
The proposed Department of Engineering would exercise the
following listed functions:
1. All functions now assigned to the Engineering Division
of the Street Laying-Out Department, with the exception of
those assigned to the conveyancing unit of that division.
2. The responsibility for designing the water distribution
system, which is presently the responsibility of the office of
the division engineer in the Water Division of the Public Works
Department.
3. The responsibility for the designing of sanitary and
storm sewer systems and the sewage disposal facilities, which
is presently performed by the construction and engineering, the
Boston main drainage, and the survey and plans sections of the
Sewer Division of the Public Works Department.
4. The following listed functions now assigned to the
Highway Division of the Public Works Department:
a. The functions of the proposed Bureau of Design
and Construction as recommended in another report of
this series on the Highway Division of the Public Works
Department.
b. The functions of the proposed Bureau of Street
Lighting as recommended in another report of this series
on the Highway Division of the Public Works Department.
5. The bridge design functions now being performed by
the construction and design section, as well as the special
engineering staff of the Bridge and Ferry Division of the Public
Works Department. -
6. The following listed functions now assigned to the
Engineering Division of the Park Department:
a. The preparation of drawings and specifications
for new construction work, improvements, and large
maintenance projects.
b. The conducting of special engineering surveys and
studies.
c. The maintenance of engineering records.
7. All functions presently exercised by the staff of the
Traffic Commission, with the exception of the maintenance of
parking meters and the collection of moneys.
8. A new function of furnishing architectural services for
all departments and agencies.
9. All functions now exercised by the Public Buildings
Department and the Suffolk County Courthouse Commission.
10. A new function of providing building maintenance
services for all buildings owned by the city, except those under
the jurisdiction of the School Committee.
Proposed Organization of the Department of Engineering. The
proposed Department of Engineering would be organized into four
divisions as follows: civil engineering, office engineering, buildings,
and traffic engineering.
The Division of Civil Engineering would be responsible for
providing all of the professional engineering work required by the
city.
The Division of Office Engineering would render services to
the other divisions and departments, among which would be included
blueprinting, clerical services, drafting, and the preparation and
maintenance of all official maps, plats, plans, and other engineer-
ing records. As an incidental function, it would answer all inquiries
of the public where the answers must stem from the engineering
records. It would also be responsible for the procurement and
sale of all real estate required or owned by the city.
The Division of Buildings would be responsible for the design,
construction, and maintenance of all city and county buildings,
except those under the jurisdiction of the School Committee, and
for the operation of those buildings presently operated by the
Public Buildings Department and the Suffolk County Courthouse
Commission.
The Division of Traffic Engineering would engage in the staff
activities now performed by the Traffic Commission.
Boards and Commissions of the Proposed Department of Engineer-
ing. There would be two plural bodies attached to the proposed
Department of Engineering. These are the Board of Special
Assessments and the Traffic Commission.
The Board of Special Assessments would be responsible for
determining which properties should be condemned in order to
make room for new municipal developments. It would also be
responsible for making any and all special assessments required
because of the public improvements made to property.
I.
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The Traffic Commission is primarily a deliberative body which
shapes policy with respect to traffic problems. Such an organiza-
tion has a valid place in the city government. The creation of a
Division of Traffic Engineering within the proposed Department
of Engineering would relieve the Traffic Commission of its adminis-
trative or operative responsibilities. However, it still would be
necessary to retain the commission as an advisory and rule-making
body.
Reasons for the Creation of a Department of Engineering. The
proposed consolidation of engineering services would afford the
city numerous advantages. Among them are the following:
1. The position of Commissioner of the Division of Civil
Engineering would command a salary which should attract an
individual of broad experience and vision, having the ability
to plan and supervise professional engineering work. There-
fore, a higher degree of skill would be available for supervision
than is possible when there are numerous small engineering
units.
2. The centralized Engineering Department would make
possible a higher degree of specialization.
3. The larger organization would be more flexible and
make possible constant attention to immediate needs and the
shifting of staff requirements.
4. Placing all engineering under the jurisdiction of one
director would simplify, if not eliminate, the problem of obtain-
ing cooperation among the various engineering agencies.
5. The consolidation of such services as simple drafting,
testing laboratory facilities, instrument repair work, and record
keeping would make possible numerous economies in staff and
equipment.
6. The consolidated Engineering Department would make
possible the continuous employment of highly skilled engineer-
ing personnel.
The proposed Department of Engineering would be assigned
several activities that would not be exclusively of an engineering
nature. However, there are other factors which would seem to
indicate that the best interests of the city would be served by mak-
ing them the responsibility of this department. These activities
to be included are: building maintenance and operation; the draft-
ing and maintaining of a vehicular traffic code; installation and
maintenance of mechanical and visual traffic control devices;
and procurement and sale of real estate.
As pointed out in another report completed for the Commis-
sion, the proper maintenance of buildings requires expert knowledge
of materials and expert knowledge of how to use them. This same
knowledge is required in the design of new buildings and the altera-
tion of existing buildings. By closely associating the architectural
and engineering activities connected with the design and con-
struction of new buildings with the maintenance and operation of
existing ones, it would be relatively simple to transfer the knowl-
I
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edge gained through maintenance from those who do the main-
tenance work to those who design the future buildings, thereby
improving the future design of buildings from a maintenance
standpoint.
Moreover, the maintenance and operation of buildings is a
staff activity, since its primary purpose is to serve those agencies
which render direct service to the public. This makes it of prime
importance for such an activity to be the responsibility of a depart-
ment engaged in rendering staff services. The activity is not large
enough to justify department status itself; consequently, it should
be handled by one of the proposed departments. It would seem
only logical that this agency be a part of the proposed Department
of Engineering, since this department would also provide archi-
tectural services.
The drafting and maintaining of a vehicular traffic code and
the installation and maintenance of traffic control devices are
admittedly operating activities. However, their inclusion with
other staff activities is based upon a very practical consideration.
Most of this work is done on the basis of trial and error. The
installation of a traffic control device or the changing of the vehicu-
lar code for a temporary period to determine the actual effect of
the change is one of the primary tools of the traffic engineers. To
place the traffic engineering activities in one department and the
maintenance, operation, and installation of control devices in
another could conceivably be the cause of overlapping authority,
confusion, duplication of effort, and poor service.
It is contemplated that the Division of Office Engineering
would be provided with personnel competent to participate in real
estate transactions. Persons who have had considerable experience
in the real estate business should be given preference in the selec-
tion of the staff. This would make it possible to centralize in one
agency the responsibility for the procurement and sale of all city
property.
Department of Planning
At the present time, the planning function in Boston is per-
formed by a Planning Board and a small staff. The staff is headed
by a chief engineer who also serves as executive director of the
Planning Board.
The Commission believes that the planning staff should become
an integral part of the regular city government organization struc-
ture and should be coordinated administratively with other city
departments. The Commission, therefore, recommends that the
present planning staff be set up as a Department of Planning in
the interim plan of organization.
This new department would be headed by an official who
would be appointed by the Mayor. To assure close cooperation
between the Planning Department and the Planning Board, it is
recommended that the head of the Planning Department serve as
ex-officio executive secretary of the Planning Board.
1-
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The Planning Board would continue to function in an advisory
capacity. It would be primarily a deliberative body, which would
formulate the broad policies in connection with city planning.
The board would also help coordinate the city's planning work with
that of state, federal, and civic agencies.
Under the ultimate plan of organization, the proposed Depart-
ment of Planning would be incorporated as a division in the proposed
Department of Engineering. The Planning Board would continue
to serve in an advisory and liaison capacity.
Department of Law
The Department of Law is responsible for such matters as
furnishing legal opinions to city officials; rendering legal advice to
officers and employees; representing the city before the General
Court of the Commonwealth; drafting and approving contracts;
instituting suits and proceedings on behalf of the city; acting as
counsel in all suits and actions which involve the interest of the
city; and defending the officers of the city in suits against them
for their official actions.
The Department of Law is primarily a staff agency, rendering
service to other departments and agencies. As its activities and
the type of personnel involved are of a specialized nature, there
would be no advantages in changing the existing status of the
department.
However, the Commission recommends that the Department
of Law assume the responsibility for performing the conveyancing
work now done by the Street Laying-Out Department. Since the
Law Department presently performs conveyancing work for all
other city agencies, there is little justification for such work being
done on an independent basis by the Street Laying-Out Department.
The Department of Law should be headed by a director who
is appointed by the Mayor. The exact title given to the head of
the department is unimportant, and there is no particular objection
to continuing the present designation of "corporation counsel."
At the present time, the internal organization of the department
is very informal. Little attention is paid to lines of responsibility
and authority. The Commission recommends that the department
be organized into a central office and four divisions as follows:
investigating, collecting, conveyancing, and tax title.
Department of Public Works
It is recommended by the Commission that the Department of
Public Works be relieved of its responsibility for maintaining auto-
motive equipment and providing general civil engineering services.
However, certain public works functions, now being performed by
the Park Department, should be transferred to -the Public Works
Department. These would include the maintenance of streets,
roads, and sidewalks, and the removal of snow from such public
ways. The present arrangement of dividing responsibility for the
maintenance of streets and roads results from the fact that certain
streets in Boston are designated as a part of the park system and
thus are maintained by the Park Department.
The engineering activities of all the divisions of the Public
Works Department should be transferred to the proposed Depart-
ment of Engineering. However, this would not involve stripping
the Department of Public Works of all engineering personnel assigned
operating duties, as some technical assistance is needed in carrying
out the operations of the various divisions.
The Equipment Service Division, now in the Department of
Public Works, would become the nucleus of the proposed Division
of Equipment of the Department of Supply.
The Public Works Department would be headed by a director
appointed by the Mayor. There would be a central office and five
divisions as follows: highways, water, sewers, sanitation, and
bridges, ferries, and tunnels. Each division would be under the
jurisdiction of a commissioner who would be subject to civil service
tenure. The only change in the internal organization of the depart-
ment would be the discontinuance of the Division of Equipment
Service.
Proposed Department of Public Safety
General Statement. The Commission contemplates that the
proposed Department of Public Safety, in the interim plan of organi-
zation, would serve as a coordinating agency for the Fire Department,
Building Department, and Licensing Board, and also be assigned
certain other licensing and permit activities.
Licensing and Permit Activities. Reference is made in numerous
reports submitted to the Commission by various consulting firms
regarding the large number of agencies in the city government
which are engaged in issuing licenses and permits. Comments are
also made regarding the duplication of effort, the lack of coordination
among the agencies, and the inconvenience caused to the public
by the present arrangement. Numerous recommendations are
made which, if adopted, would improve the handling of this activity
within the particular agencies involved. However, before any
substantial improvements can be effected, it will be necessary to
coordinate all of the licensing activities on a city-wide basis.
The following listing indicates, as briefly as possible, the major
types of licenses and permits issued by the several agencies involved:
Licensing Board - Victualer, fruit and soft drink retailer,
lodging house, innholder, firearm sale, intelligence office, billiard
and pool hall, and on-the-premises liquor consumption.
Mayor's Office - Sunday entertainment, theater, hall,
dancing school, professional baseball, newspaper vendor,
automatic amusement device, dance, whist party, athletic
event, carnival, and nearly all types of entertainment for
which admission is charged.
City Council - Sunday professional baseball and minors.
Street Laying-Out Department - Storage and sale of
merchandise on public streets; sale and dispensing of gasoline
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from sidewalks; erection or maintenance of garages, lubri-
toriums, and repair shops; placing of permanent obstructions
on public ways, such as poles, signs, posts, and marquees; and
open-air parking areas.
Highway Division of the Public Works Department - Spe-
cial use of public ways, such as the opening, occupying, and
obstructing of public ways; raising or lowering of articles into
or out of buildings; moving buildings on public ways; the lay-
ing, maintaining, and using of wires, tracks, pipes, and rails
under or on the surface of streets; and the placing of street
poles.
Fire Department - Storage, sale, and use of inflammable
fluids, and electrical installation.
Building Department - Building, plumbing, gas fitting, and
heating and ventilating; also egress certificates to nearly all
establishments in the city which are required to hold a license
to do business.
It might seem from the preceding list that, while there are a
large number of agencies engaged in issuing licenses or permits,
each agency covers its own field of responsibility and has little
relationship to the others. This, however, is not the case. A close
examination reveals that two agencies are concerned with baseball;
three with garages; two with the storage of inflammables; and two
with live entertainment. There are many other examples of
duplicated responsibility or overlapping authority.
Moreover, the series of interagency approvals, necessary before
licenses and permits can be issued, and the flow of paper between
agencies, is extremely complex. The complicated system of
approvals and checks has caused citizens considerable trouble in
securing licenses and permits. Many persons have applied at a
particular agency for a license or a permit to engage in a certain
activity, only to be told that they have contacted the wrong office.
Yet, upon further inquiry, the original agency could not direct the
applicants to the proper office.
This complex and unsatisfactory licensing and permit situation
can be corrected only by consolidating the responsibility for the
issuance of licenses and permits into as few agencies as possible.
Because of the specialized technical aspects of some of the activities,
complete consolidation is not possible or feasible. However, there
are certain logical groupings which can be made.
Normally, a permit is considered a grant of authority to engage
in an activity which involves only a single project. A license is
considered a grant of authority to engage in an activity over a
continuing period of time. For example, a permit is issued to dig
one hole in one specific street at one specific location. On the other
hand, a license is issued permitting the sale of newspapers for a
given period of time.
Permits issued for activities which will render a physical change
to public ways, such as curb cuts and street openings, should be
the responsibility of the agency which has the function of con-
structing and maintaining these public ways. In Boston, this is
the Highway Division of the Public Works Department.
Permits issued for activities which will affect the structural
aspects of a building or a structure, including electrical installa-
tion, should be the responsibility of the agency equipped with
the technical know-how of supervising building construction and
alteration - the Building Department.
The Fire Department should continue to be responsible for
the issuance of permits authorizing the storage of inflammable
materials. The other permits and licenses, which are issued by
the several agencies previously mentioned, are of such a nature
that they could be handled best by a central licensing agency.
This agency could issue licenses for the purpose of controlling a
recurring activity and also grant special permits which involve a
temporary permission to use public ways for special purposes with-
out involving wear and tear or damage.
The Commission, therefore, proposes that a Licensing Division
be created to handle all such licenses and permits. The benefits
to be obtained from such consolidation are innumerable, but among
the more important ones would be included the following:
1. More consistent and effective enforcement policies.
2. Reduction of inconvenience to the public.
3. Reduction of paper work.
4. Reduction in staff requirements.
5. Coordination of inspection activities.
Functions and Organization of the Proposed Department of
Public Safety. The proposed Department of Public Safety, under
the interim plan of organization, would consist of three divisions as
follows: the proposed Division of Licensing, a Division of Inspec-
tion, and a Division of Fire. The functions of the proposed Licens-
ing Division have been discussed in the preceding section of this
report. The Division of Inspection would be responsible for those
activities now carried on by the Building Department and, in addi-
tion, would be responsible for electrical inspection. The Fire
Department would become the Division of Fire.
The proposed Department of Public Safety would be headed
by a director appointed by the Mayor. The Divisions of Licensing
and Inspection each should be under. the jurisdiction of a com-
missioner appointed by the proposed Director of Public Safety.
The Division of Fire would be under the jurisdiction of the fire
chief, and the proposed position of Director of Public Safety would
be substituted for the present position of Fire Commissioner.
Boards and Commissions of the Proposed Department of Public
Safety. Under the interim plan of organization, the several boards
now connected with the Building Department would continue to
have much the same relationship with the proposed Division of
Inspection as at present. The Commission recommends that the
Board of Examiners of Construction Superintendents and the
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Board of Examiners of Gas Fitters be made advisory to the pro-
posed Director of Public Safety and that any appointment to these
boards be made by the director, rather than by the Mayor. The
administrative activities of these boards would continue to be
handled by the Building Department (proposed Division of Inspec-
tion). No change is contemplated in the appointing authority of
the Board of Appeal. It should continue to be under the imme-
diate jurisdiction of the Mayor and should serve as an appellate
body on decisions made by the Building Commissioner (proposed
Commissioner of Inspection). However, the board's administrative
activities should be handled by the proposed Division of Inspection
(Building Department) rather than by a separate staff as at present.
The creation of a Division of Licensing contemplates the
abolition of the Licensing Board as it is now constituted. The
Licensing Board's duties and responsibilities would be assumed by
the Licensing Division. In order to provide aggrieved persons with
proper recourse, the Commission recommends that a Licensing
Appeal Board be created, consisting of three members appointed
by the Mayor for overlapping terms of two years each. The board
would meet only to hear grievances and would be compensated on
a per diem basis. This board would have the authority to over-
rule any decisions by the Licensing Commissioner regarding the
issuance or nonissuance of a license, when such a decision is formally
appealed. The board would have no jurisdiction over the adminis-
tration of the activities of the division.
Advantages in the Creation of a Department of Public Safety.
There are numerous advantages to be gained through the grouping
of the licensing, building inspection, and fire prevention activities
in the same department. While it is desirable to have like activi-
ties under the same jurisdiction, even more important is the need
for coordination among the divisions. In this case, coordination is
particularly necessary because of the virtual impossibility of setting
out specific lines of authority and divisions of responsibility among
the several agencies engaged in inspection and licensing work.
Some of the more important reasons for the consolidation are as
follows:
1. The extremely close relationship and need for coopera-
tion between the fire safety activities of the Division of Inspec-
tion (Building Department)and the fire prevention unit of the
Division of Fire (Fire Department).
2. The need for cooperation between the licensing agency
and the building inspection agency, because of the statutory
requirement that all licensed establishments must receive an
egress certificate from the Division of Inspection (Building
Department) before a license to conduct a business may be
issued.
3. The need for providing close coordination among the
agencies that are engaged in issuing licenses and permits, so
that there is no overlapping of authority and responsibility.
Proposed Department of Hospitals
It is recommended in another report on the City Hospital
Department that the present Hospital and Institutions Depart-
ments be consolidated into a Department of Hospitals. The func-
tions of the proposed department would include all those now
exercised by the Institutions Department and the City Hospital
Department, with the exception of the work now carried on by theChild Welfare Division of the Institutions Department. This latter
function should be transferred to the Department of Public Welfare.
Under the interim plan of organization, the proposed Depart-
ment of Hospitals would be headed by a board of trustees appointed
by the Mayor. The appointments would be made from a list
recommended by the trustees of local universities maintaining
medical schools, the Hospital Council of Boston, and the Greater
Boston Community Services, formerly the Boston Community
Council. The term of each trustee would be the same number ofyears as there are members of the board, with one term expiring
each year. The board would select an executive secretary to be
the administrative head of the department. The executive secre-
tary should have complete responsibility for the administration of
the department, the trustees being limited to advisory and rule-
making powers.
The proposed Department of Hospitals would consist of aheadquarters office and three divisions as follows: division of Long
Island Hospital, division of City Hospital, and division of Matta-pan Sanatorium. Each of the divisions would be headed by a
superintendent.
Ambulance service is at present provided by the City Hospital,by the Police Department, and by the Public Buildings Department
as well as by private sources. It is recommended that the city's
ambulance service be centralized under the control of the Depart-
ment of Hospitals.
There are numerous reasons for merging the City Hospital andInstitutions Departments. One of the more important is that both
are concerned with the management and operation of medicalinstitutions. There is need for a common medical policy and afree interchange of patients. The business of each of the institutions
is essentially of the same nature, requiring the same types of personnel
and demanding similar standards of efficiency, performance, and
methods. Moreover, experience in other cities has indicated thedesirability of coordinated control over all medical institutions.
Department of Health
In the interim plan, the Commission contemplates no changein regard to the place of the Health Department in the executivebranch of the city government. The department would have the
same functions and responsibilities as it now possesses.
The department should be headed by a director appointed by
the Mayor. Instead of consisting of twelve independent divisions
as at present, the Commission recommends that the department
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consist of four divisions as follows: general services, medical services,
environmental sanitation, and local health services.
The Division of General Services would be responsible for
such matters as general administration, statistics and records,
laboratories, health education, and accident prevention; the
Division of Medical Services, for disease control, maternal and child
health, public health dentistry, and nutrition; the Division of
Environmental Sanitation, for milk, water, meat, and other foods
inspection, and food handling; and the Division of Local Health
Services, for providing consulting, advisory, and supervisory services
for all of the local health units.
Department of Public Welfare
The Department of Public Welfare is, in general, responsible
for the administration of the general relief program, the aid to
dependent children program, and the old age assistance program.
It also operates a Temporary Home for Women and Children and
a Wayfarers' Lodge. It is appropriate that all of these functions
be included in a Department of Welfare. In addition, however,
the department's responsibilities should include the work of the
Child Welfare Division of the Institutions Department, the work
of the Department of Veterans' Services, and the activities of the
proposed Division of Penal Institutions.
The Division of Child Welfare is responsible for providing
foster-home care for approximately 1,300 children who have been
deprived of the advantages of living in their own homes. About
half of them were removed from their homes by the courts because
of neglect, while the others are dependent children or children in
danger of being neglected. Essentially, the division is a case-work
agency; consequently, it requires the same type of personnel,
utilizes the same techniques, and should be subject to the same
policy decisions as the other public assistance agencies. This
activity, therefore, should be made a responsibility of the Department
of Public Welfare. Moreover, if the Institutions Department and
the City Hospital Department are merged to form a Department of
Hospitals, as previously recommended, there would be little basis
for the existence of a Child Welfare Division in such a department.
The Department of Veterans' Services was established by
ordinance to perform the functions formerly handled by the Soldiers'
Relief Department. It renders essentially the same type of service
to veterans that the Department of Welfare renders to nonveterans.
This includes making cash assistance payments, preparing family
budgets, providing a counseling service, securing medical treatment,
and securing employment.
One operating organization could provide the same type of
service to both veterans and nonveterans more economically and
more effectively than two separate organizations could. However,
the statutes, which provide for assistance to veterans in all cities
and towns in the Commonwealth, are explicit in their provision for
a separate organization to provide welfare services for veterans, and
it is doubtful if any reorganization of the executive branch of theBoston city government, no matter how valid it might be, could
secure sufficient support to have this provision changed.
However, there would appear to be nothing in the Presentlaw to preclude the organization charged with rendering assistance
to veterans from being a division of the Department of Welfareprovided the assistance to the general public is rendered by a cor-pletely separate division. The Commission, therefore, recommends
that the Department of Veterans' Services be made the Division ofVeterans' Services of the Department of Public Welfare.
The Department of Penal Institutions is responsible for the
operation of the House of Correction and the parole activities ofboth the House of Correction and the Suffolk County Jail. Thejail is operated independently under the jurisdiction of the Sheriff
of Suffolk County. It is contemplated that the parole work behandled by the courts and that the responsibility for the adminis-tration of the two correctional institutions be centralized in a pro-posed Division of Penal Institutions'of the Department of Welfare.This arrangement is discussed in greater detail in this report in the
section on Suffolk County.
The Department of Public Welfare is presently under thejurisdiction of a Board of Overseers appointed by the Mayor. Thisboard annually elects a secretary who would normally be the chief
executive of the department. However, the present board and its
chairman spend far too much time in performing administrativedetails relative to the operation of the department and spend toolittle time in developing and enumerating over-all policies and pro-
cedures. The effect of this is that members of the staff inevitablybecome confused regarding lines of responsibility and authority,
and the practices of individuals and administrative units tend todiverge. Other defects in the board type of managing authorityhave been cited previously in this report.
The most satisfactory way to correct this situation in theDepartment of Welfare, under the interim plan of organization, is to
limit the board's functions to those of policy making and hearing
of appeals. The administrative and operating activities of the
department should be under the jurisdiction of a full-time
administrator appointed by the board.
It is contemplated that the internal organization of the depart-
ment consist of a headquarters office and five divisions as follows:
social services, child welfare, veterans' services, penal institutions,
and records and statistics. The Social Services Division would be
responsible for the work now being performed by the operatingdivisions of the central office; the Child Welfare Division for thework now being performed by the Child Welfare Division ofthe Institutions Department; the Veterans' Services Division,
for the work presently being handled by the Department of
Veterans' Services; and the Records and Statistics Division, for the
collecting of data and for the making of critical studies of currentoperations.
I.
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Department of Recreation and Parks
At present, there is no organization in the city government
designated as the Department of Recreation and Parks. Actually,
however, such an agency is not a proposed new department, but
merely involves a change in the title of the existing Department of
Parks. While there is nothing wrong with the present title, the
recommended designation would recognize the growing trend, both
within the department and in other cities, of placing emphasis on
formal recreation facilities and programs, rather than simply on
providing beautifully landscaped areas.
The only change in the department's functions would involve
the transfer of all its engineering activities to the proposed Depart-
ment of Engineering and the transfer of its responsibility for the
maintenance of streets and roads to the Department of Public
Works.
The department is now headed by a three-member Board of
Park Commissioners appointed by the Mayor. The chairman is
the administrative head of the department. For reasons already
set forth, the Commission recommends that the board be abolished
and that the department be under the jurisdiction of a director
appointed by the Mayor.
The- Park Department is now divided into what amounts to
thirteen separate units. It is recommended by the Commission
that this number be reduced to four, to include a central adminis-
trative office and three divisions as follows: Recreation Division,
Maintenance Division, and Cemetery Division.
The Board of Recreation should be continued as an agency to
study and advise in the recreation field.
The recommendation made previously in this report to the
effect that all engineering work required by the city be performed by
the proposed Department of Engineering contemplates the dis-
continuance of the present Engineering Division of the Department
of Parks.
Suffolk County
Present Relationship of Suffolk County with the City of Boston.
Suffolk County is one of the fourteen counties of the Common-
wealth. It includes the cities of Boston, Chelsea, and Revere and
the town of Winthrop. These communities represent an area of
approximately 52.5 square miles. In 1940 the population of Suffolk
County was 863,248.
The county government consists of agencies responsible to
the state, the county electorate, and the Mayor of Boston. The
Mayor and the City Council of Boston, ex officio, make up the
Board of County Commissioners. The City of Boston pays nearly
all the expenses incurred by the county agencies and receives
nearly all of the moneys earned by the agencies.
The agencies in Suffolk County responsible to the Governor
are as follows: Supreme Judicial Court, Superior Court, Land
Court, Boston Municipal Court, the eight district courts, the two
medical examiners, and the Index Commissioner.
The officers and agencies responsible to the electorate of Suf-
folk County are as follows: Clerk, Superior Court, Criminal and CivilSessions; District Attorney; Register of Probate; Register of Deeds;
and Sheriff (including his activities in connection with the jail).
The activities and agencies under the jurisdiction of city
officials are as follows: county financial administration, including
auditing, budgeting, collecting, custody of funds, and some phases
of procurement; maintenance and operation of certain countybuildings; and the Penal Institutions Department.
The Suffolk County Courthouse Commission is, indirectly,
subject to the jurisdiction of both the Governor and the electorate
of Suffolk County.
There is no centralized government for Suffolk County. Itis primarily a judicial subdivision of the state whose expenses arepaid by Boston. Obviously, effective and economical administra-
tion of these activities can only be secured through central control.It has been pointed out in separate reports submitted to the Com-
mission, on judicial and penal administration in Suffolk County,that the most effective way to provide for these services is to have
them administered on a state-wide basis. As these services con-
stitute the primary functions of the county government, there is
some basis for discontinuing the county as a political subdivision.
Defects in the Existing Relationship. The primary defect in
the existing relationship between Suffolk County and the City ofBoston is that the taxpayers of the City of Boston pay for county
services which are being rendered to the citizens of Chelsea, Revere
and Winthrop. The inequities in this arrangement are obvious.
The present relationship between Boston and Suffolk County,
while arising from a particular chain of events, undoubtedly has beenperpetuated by the unrealistic condition which exists with respect
to government in general in metropolitan Boston. Much has been
written by those interested in local government regarding the num-ber of political subdivisions in the metropolitan area, and consider-
able lip service has been given to the support of a metropolitan
city, rendering all of the services required by the citizens of the
so-called "inner area" of the metropolitan district. It is not
within the scope of this study to consider the advisability of such
an arrangement. However, it is pertinent to offer the opinion that
such an arrangement obviously would eliminate the confused and
unrealistic relationship which now exists between Boston andSuffolk County.
In recognizing the existence of the numerous political sub-divisions in the metropolitan area, any plan requiring the com-
munities of Chelsea, Revere, and Winthrop to pay for the judicial,quasi-judicial, and penal services which they receive must makeprovision for the representation of those communities in the
administrative affairs of the county.
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Full representation in the county government and payment
for county services by the communities of Chelsea, Revere, and
Winthrop could be achieved by completely segregating the opera-
tion of Suffolk County from the City of Boston. However, this
would necessitate the creation of new staff organizations to provide
for the county such basic services as financial administration, pro-
curement, building maintenance, and building operation. Also, it
would involve the creation of an additional governing body in an
area which is already well supplied with political subdivisions. In
short, it would be a step backwards in the program to provide for a
reduction of the number of political subdivisions in metropolitan
Boston.
A more practical solution would limit the jurisdiction of Suf-
folk County to the City of Boston and include the communities
of Chelsea, Revere, and Winthrop in the adjacent counties of
Middlesex or Essex. The organization of these latter counties is
such that it would be possible to annex the three communities with-
out creating any additional governing body. Chelsea, Revere, and
Winthrop then would be provided with adequate representation in
the county government and would be required to pay a fair share
of the expenses for county services. Moreover, such an arrange-
ment would make possible integration and coordination of the
administration of city and county services rendered to the citizens
of Boston.
Executive Branch of the City Government and County Functions.
In the preceding sections of this report an attempt was made to
point out the basic defects which exist because of the relationship
between Suffolk County and the City of Boston. Also, an attempt
was made to present a possible solution. However, under the
existing relationship, there are some changes in the organization
and assignment of functions and activities which could be made to
provide for more effective service and greater economy of operations.
The city has a Public Buildings Department which is responsible
for the operation and maintenance of most of the public buildings
belonging to the city or the county. However, the largest single
structure which must be maintained by the taxpayers of the city,
the county courthouse at Pemberton Square, is under the jurisdiction
of the Suffolk County Courthouse Commission. The disadvantages
of this arrangement have been cited in a separate report. The
Commission, therefore, recommends that the Suffolk County Court-
house Commission be abolished and that its responsibility and
authority be given to the proposed Division of Buildings in the
proposed Department of Engineering.
Most of the financial administration work of the county is
handled by the financial agencies of the city. However, only a
small portion of the purchasing for the county is done by the city's
Supply Department. The remainder is made on a piecemeal basis
by the individual agencies, and little attention is given to competitive
bidding and modern purchasing techniques. It is contemplated
that the proposed Division of Purchasing of the Department of
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Supply be given the same jurisdiction over all procurement by
county agencies as is proposed for city agencies.
The county has two penal institutions - the Jail and the
House of Correction. The former is under the control of the Sheriff,
a county officer, and is completely outside the jurisdiction of the
Mayor. The House of Correction is under the jurisdiction of a
Penal Institutions Department. The status of the Penal Institu-
tions Department is not clearly defined, as it is subject to state and
county as well as municipal control. The state has rather broad
power over the House of Correction, particularly with respect to its
penal and industry practices. The institution is treated as a county
agency for the purposes of budgeting and financial administration.
The department may be considered a city agency, the commissioner
being appointed by and directly responsible to the Mayor.
An additional function of the Department of Penal Institutions
includes parole jurisdiction over both the Jail and the House of
Correction. It is suggested in a separate report, submitted to the
Commission, on the operation of the Jail and the Penal Institutions
Department that the parole activities can be handled best by the
courts in conjunction with their probation work.
The existence of an administrative organization to have respon-
sibility for a single penal institution, while another similar institution
operates independently, results in a considerable amount of duplica-
tion of effort and unnecessary overhead expense. Since the taxpayers
of the City of Boston must provide the funds to operate these
institutions, it would seem appropriate that the most effective
organization for their administration be developed, disregarding
their status as city or county agencies.
The Commission, therefore, recommends that the two institu-
tions be placed under the jurisdiction of a single administrative
agency. This agency should be an integral part of the executive
branch of the city government. However, it is not believed that
the agency would be of sufficient size and import to warrant depart-
mental status. Consequently, it is suggested that the agency be
organized as a division of one of the proposed operating departments.
It could be logically included in the Department of Public Welfare
for the following reasons:
1. Many of the prisoners confined to the institutions must
be classified as geriatrics (old age cases) and are sent to the
penal institutions because of the lack of proper welfare facilities.
2. This pattern has been successfully adopted by several
other large cities which are faced with the problem of
administering penal institutions.
While the Commission recommends in the proposed interim
plan of organization that the executive branch of the city government
make provision for penal administration, it is emphasized that this
is only a temporary expedient because of the peculiar relationship
which exists between the county and the city. The adoption of
such a plan should not, in any way, preclude attempts to have the
responsibility for penal administration assumed by the state.
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Ultimate Plan of Organization
General Statement. The preceding sections of this report have
dealt with an interim plan of organization of the executive branch
of the city government of Boston. The adoption of such a plan
would provide the Mayor and other city officials with the framework
on which to base the rendering of services more economically and
efficiently. However, the interim plan is not proposed as the most
desirable organization structure. It is only a temporary plan
designed to eliminate some of the inadequacies of the existing
arrangement without involving too great a disruptive influence and
yet to provide the basic pattern from which a more nearly perfect
organization can be developed. The proposed ultimate plan dis-
cussd herein is offered as a still more desirable arrangement.
The basic distinction between the two plans is that the ultimate
plan makes greater provision for "general management," some-
thing which is completely lacking in the executive branch at the
present time. 2 General management may be defined as the leader-
ship whereby (1) objectives are formulated; (2) policies are deter-
mined, or at least proposed for any necessary approval; (3) means
of accomplishing the objectives and carrying out the policies are
devised; (4) the necessary organization and facilities are provided;
and (5) the organization is guided to the effective and effi-
cient accomplishment of the stated objectives. In a broad sense,
general management is the composite of the means by which per-
sonal leadership is translated into effective accomplishment. Gen-
eral management works by planning, organizing, directing, and
maintaining representation in external relationships.
In an organization of the size of the executive branch of the
government of the City of Boston, it is impossible for the Mayor
alone to provide all of the general management required. The
chief executive must be provided with capable assistants, in charge
of one or more functions of the executive branch, to assist in the
processes of planning, organization, direction, and external relation-
ships. This assistance cannot be provided at an operating level.
Combined with this factor is the need for coordination among
operating units. Provision for the necessary coordination and
assistance in general management can be obtained best through
the creation of a level of organization above that of the operating
units. The agencies at this intermediate level are herein termed
departments, as differentiated from the operating agencies, termed
divisions. The heads of the departments, known as directors, would
serve as the managerial assistants to the Mayor.
The present organization makes no provision for such coordina-
tion and direction, since nearly all of the operating agencies are
known as departments. The proposed interim plan of organization
makes some provision for general management through the con-
solidation of existing operating agencies into departments. In
order to provide the most effective organization for general manage-
ment, however, there is need for further consolidation of operating
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agencies. Only in this manner can there be complete unification
and integration among operating agencies, and only through the
appointment of capable administrators to the proposed directors'
positions can the Mayor be supplied with the assistance necessary
to obtain effective general management.
In order to provide a structure that will facilitate the applica-
tion of general management, the ultimate plan of organization
contemplates the establishment of a position of a chief of staff, or
administrative assistant to the Mayor; the inclusion of the Depart-
ment of Supply as an operating division within the proposed
Department of Finance; the inclusion of the Department of Plan-
ning as an operating division within the proposed Department of
Engineering; the placing of the health, public welfare, and hospital
agencies into a proposed Department of Public Health and Welfare;
and the inclusion of the police agency in a Department of Public
Safety, should the police agency eventually be placed under the
direct and complete control of the city government.
Provision for a Chief of Staff. The Mayor, as the responsible
chief executive, needs suitable help as a means of carrying out the
responsibilities imposed upon him. This top-level general manage-
ment is necessary for the effective operation of the executive branch
of the city government. One of the best means of providing such
help would be the creation of a position, with any suitable title, that
would be, in effect, a chief of staff, or administrative assistant to
the Mayor. The position would rank above the level of that of the
highest ranking department head.
It would be essential that the Mayor make clear, both in his
original appointment and by his subsequent actions in backing up
decisions of his chief of staff, that the office is vested, by delega-
tion of authority from the Mayor, with adequate power to direct
the administration of city affairs.
This proposal would provide for planning, leadership, and,
above all else, coordination and control of department operations.
It would help provide much that is now missing in assuring that
the city departments function effectively in rendering service to the
public and in so integrating their activities as to give the greatest
possible return for the moneys expended. The proposed office is
not intended in any way to supersede the Mayor, but simply to
serve as his strong right hand in matters of management and
internal administration of the executive branch.
Proposed Division of Purchasing and Property Control. The
ultimate plan of organization contemplates that the Department
of Supply will become the Division of Purchasing and Property
Control of the proposed Department of Finance. In addition to
the transfer of purchasing, this change would also involve the
transfer of such activities as equipment maintenance and printing
to the Department of Finance.
The proposed organization would actually involve the con-
solidation of two staff departments. In addition to reducing the
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number of departments, there are several reasons why it would be
advantageous to place the procurement, printing, and equipment
agencies under the jurisdiction of the Department of Finance.
Before any commitments can be made, it is necessary that the
amounts of all intended purchases be encumbered on the appropria-
tion accounts by the proposed Division of Accounts; and before any
purchase can be made, approval must be granted by the Division
of Accounts. Consequently, considerable coordination between
these two agencies is necessary to effect proper procurement pro-
cedures. The importance of having such services as printing and
equipment maintenance provided by a staff agency has already been
cited in this report.
Proposed Division of Planning. The Commission recommends
that the interim Department of Planning become a division of the
Department of Engineering in the ultimate plan of organization.
The Planning Board would continue to function as a deliberative
body for the planning staff.
There are a number of reasons for consolidating the Planning
and Engineering Departments. Among the more important reasons
are the following:
1. The number of departments reporting to the Mayor,
or his chief of staff, will be reduced, thus increasing the possi-
bility of effective "general management."
2. The functions of the Planning Department are essen-
tially of an engineering nature.
3. Planners are often inclined to neglect the cost factor
when developing their plans. By placing the planning function
in the Department of Engineering, the planning staff would be
provided with sound advice on market values of real estate.
This information could be taken into consideration when
formulating plans.
Proposed Department of Public Health and Welfare. The functions
assigned to the Departments of Health and Public Welfare and
those recommended for assignment in the interim plan to the pro-
posed Department of Hospitals are similar in that they all involve
problems of physical and social well-being. Moreover, they are all
of the types which are difficult to confine within artificial political
boundaries. They are concerned with fields of activity that are
circumscribed only by the limits of day-to-day social and business
intercourse which defines a community. In Boston this is the
metropolitan area. This situation gives rise to extensive juris-
dictional problems.
The creation of a Department of Public Health and Welfare,
composed of the Divisions of Welfare, Health, and Hospitals, would
bring together under one general managing authority the bulk of
the institution activities of the city. Regardless of the purpose for
which institutions are used, their administrative problems are
similar and require the same management techniques. Moreover,
the consolidation would provide for more complete coordination of
the social and physical health services which the city renders.
Proposed Division of Police of the Proposed Department of Public
Safety. At present, the Police Department of the City of Boston
is subject to the jurisdiction of the Governor of the Commonwealth.
As the department's operation is reasonably effective under this
arrangement, no consideration has been given to changing the
status of the Police Department in the interim organization plan.
However, there are several reasons why it is believed appropriate
to make provisions for the ultimate control of the Police Depart-
ment by the executive branch of the city government.
The control of the Police Department by the state has several
serious drawbacks. It precludes the citizens of Boston from having
any direct control over their own police protection. In effect,
the people of the state decide the kind of police protection the
people of Boston shall have. Moreover, control by the state pre-
cludes the effectiveness of basic fiscal controls of police expendi-
tures. As long as the state determines the services which the
Police Department shall provide but is not responsible for fur-
nishing the funds to pay for such services, there is little incentive
to conduct the operations on an economical basis. In order to
correct these deficiencies, consideration must be given to the ulti-
mate control of the Boston Police Department by the executive
branch of the city government.
While there is considerable merit in favor of the establishment
of the police organization as a separate independent department
within the executive branch, there are also factors which make it
seem even more desirable to organize the police as a division in
the proposed Department of Public Safety. Probably the most
important factor is the need for intensive coordination and coopera-
tion between the licensing agency and the enforcement agency. It
has been previously pointed out that enforcement of licensing
provisions is the responsibility of the Police Department and that
the alcoholic beverage license activity is seriously handicapped
by the lack of adequate enforcement. The Commission believes
that the placing of the licensing and police organizations in the
same department would facilitate coordination between the two
organizations.
While it is true that the operations of a police department
have little in common with those of the proposed Divisions of Fire
and Inspection, many of the administrative problems of the three
agencies are similar. Moreover, there is a recognized need for
civilian control of the police activities at a level below that of the
Mayor, and to provide such control through the establishment of a
position of Police Commissioner as head of a separate Police Depart-
ment is believed to be an unnecessary expense. Such civilian
direction of police affairs could be adequately provided by a Depart-
ment of Public Safety director having responsibility for other
operating activities as well.
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Consequently, the Commission recommends that at such 
time
as the police organization of Boston comes entirely under 
the juris-
diction of the city government, it be established as a division 
within
the proposed Department of Public Safety.
Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT E. CUNNIFF,
Secretary.
EDWARD F. MULLEN, Chairman,
ALEXANDER WHEELER,
LEO J. DUNN,
FREDERICK DEANE,
JOSEPH K. COLLINS,
THE FINANCE COMMISSION.
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EXHIBIT A
LIST SHOWING PROPOSED DISPOSITION OR REALLOCXTION OF EXISTING
UNITS OF ORGANIZATION OR OF THEIR FUNCTIONS, IN WHOLE OR
IN PART, UNDER THE
Organization Unit or Functio
Appeal, Board of .
Administrative functions
Art Commission
n
INTERIM PLAN OF ORGANIZATION
Disposition
. To be continued in its present status.
. To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Inspection of the proposed Department
of Public Safety.
. To be continued in its present status.
Assessing, Department of
Auditing Department
Postauditing function
Budget Department
Building Department
Buildings Department, Pub
Procurement of furnitu
and office equipment
Clerk, City .
Issuance
minors
of licenses
Collecting Departm
All functions
ent .
. To be continued as a separate department
under a single administrative head.
To become the Division of Accounts and
Control of the proposed Department of
Finance.
To become the responsibility of the City
Council.
To become the Division of Budget and Per-
sonnel of the Proposed Department of
Finance.
To become the Division of Inspection of
the proposed Department of Public
Safety.
lic To become the Division of Buildings in the
proposed Department of Engineering.
re To become the responsibility of the proposed
Division of Purchases of the Department
of Supply.
To be continued in its present status.
to To be transferred to the proposed Division
. of Licenses of the proposed Department
of Public Sfety.
. To be abolished.
To become the responsibility of the proposed
Division of the Treasury of the proposed
Department of Finance.
moose_-- r
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Organization Unit or Function
Council, City .
Display of flags on public
occasions and the main-
tenance of flagstaffs
Roping of streets on public
occasions .
E 1 e c t i o n Commissioners,
Board of
Election Department
Employment Bureau, Munici-
pal
Examiners of Construction
Superintendents, Board
of . .
Finance Commission
Fire Department
Electrical inspection
Issuance
permits
of electrical
Gas Fitting Examiners, Board
of . . .
Health Department .
Hospital Department, City
Building maintenance
Housing Authority .
Disposition
To be continued in its present status.
To the city agency which has jurisdiction
over the area in which the flagstaffs are
located.
To the Division of Highways of the Depart-
ment of Public Works.
To be continued in its present status.
To be continued in its present status.
Organization Unit or Functio
Institutions Department
Division of Child Welfare
Long Island Hospital
Building maintenance
Law Department .
To be abolished. Library, Board of Trustees
To retain present functions and to be placed
under jurisdiction of the proposed De-
partment of Public Safety.
To be continued in its present status.
To be continued as the Division of Fire of
the proposed Department of Public
Safety.
To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Inspection in the proposed Department
of Public Safety.
To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Inspection of the proposed Department
of Public Safety.
To retain present functions and to be
placed under jurisdiction of the proposed
Department of Public Safety.
To be continued in its present status.
To become the Division of City Hospital of
the proposed Department of Hospitals.
To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Buildings of the proposed Department
of Engineering.
To be continued in its present status.
Library Department
Building maintenance
Printing .
Licensing Board
Administrative functions
Appellate functions
Mayor's Office .
Approval of hawker and
peddler licenses
Housing service
Licensing activities
Registration and care of
veterans' graves
To be abolished.
To be transferred to the Department of
Public Welfare.
To become the Division of Long Island
Hospital of the proposed Department of
Hospitals.
To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Buildings of the proposed Department
of Engineering.
To be continued in its present status.
To be continued in its present status.
To be continued in its present status.
To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Buildings of the proposed Department
of Engineering.
To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Printing of the Department of Supply.
To be abolished.
To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Licenses of the proposed Department
of Public Safety.
To be transferred to the proposed Licensing
Appeal Board.
To be continued in its present status.
To be abolished.
To be abolished.
To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Licenses of the proposed Department
of Public Safety.
To be transferred to the Division of Ceme-
teries of the Department of Recreation
and Parks.
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Organization Unit or Function
Park Department
Engineering functions
Maintenance of automotive
equipment
Maintenance of bridges
Maintenance of streets and
roads . .
Penal Institutions Department
Parole of inmates from the
House of Correction and
the County Jail .
Planning Board .
Administrative and staff
functions . .
Police Department .
Automotive equipment
maintenance .
Building maintenance
Printing Department
Procurement and supply
functions . .
Disposition
To be continued as a separate department
under a single administrative head, but
to be designated as the Department of
Recreation and Parks.
To be transferred to the proposed Depart-
ment of Engineering.
To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Equipment of the Department of
Supply.
To be transferred to the Division of Bridges,
. Ferries, and Tunnels of the Department
of Public Works.
To be transferred to the Division of High-
ways of the Department of Public Works.
To become the Division of Penal Institu-
tions of the Department of Public
Welfare.
To be placed under the jurisdiction of the
Chief Justice of the Supreme Judicial
Court.
To be continued, but to function only as a
deliberative and advisory body.
To be performed by the proposed Depart-
ment of Planning.
To be continued in its present status.
To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Equipment of the Department of
Supply.
To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Buildings of the proposed Department
of Engineering.
To become the Division of Printing of the
Department of Supply.
To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Purchases of the Department of
Supply.
Organization Unit or Functio
Public Welfare, Departmen
of
Building maintenance
Public Works, Department o
Building maintenance
Engineering functions
Equipment service
Real Estate Commission
Acquisition of parking faci
ities
Care, custody, and manag
ment of parking faciliti
Care and custody of for
closed property
Decision to sell foreclose
property .
Sale of foreclosed propert
Registry Department
Retirement Board .
Administrative functions
Disposition
t To be continued in its present status.
To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Buildings of the proposed Department
of Engineering.
f To be continued in its present status.
To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Buildings of the proposed Department
of Engineering.
To be transferred to the proposed Depart-
ment of Engineering.
To become the nucleus of the proposed
Division of Equipment in the Department
of Supply.
To be abolished.
l- To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Office Engineering of the proposed
Department of Engineering.
e- To be transferred to the proposed Division
es of Traffic of the proposed Department of
Engineering.
e- To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Buildings of the proposed Department
of Engineering.
d To be made the responsibility of the pro-
posed Director of Finance.
y To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Office Engineering of the proposed
Department of Engineering.
To become the Division of Births,
Marriages, and Deaths of the City Clerk's
office.
To be continued in its present status.
To be transferred to the proposed Divisions
of Budget and Personnel and Accounts
and Control of the proposed Department
of Finance.
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Organization Unit or Function
School Committee .
School Buildings, Board of
Commissioners of -
Sinking Funds Commission
Statistics Department
Newspaper clipping service
Preparation of statistics and
information on the city
Publication of
Record and
Register
the City
Municipal
Street Commissioners, Board
of . . .
Street Laying-Out Department
Assessment unit .
Care and maintenance of
city property not used for
a specific purpose
Conveyancing .
Encroachment unit
Engineering functions
Garage license unit
Issuance of licenses for
maintaining open-air
parking spaces
Disposition
To be continued in its present status.
To be continued in its present status.
To be continued in its present status.
To be abolished.
To be transferred to the Mayor's office.
To be transferred to the Library Depart-
ment.
To be transferred to the City Clerk.
To be continued, but to have its jurisdic-
tion limited to condemnations and special
assessments. Title changed to Board of
Special Assessments.
To be abolished.
To be. transferred to the proposed Division
of Office Engimeering-. of the proposed
Department of Engiieering.
To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Buildings in the proposed Department
of Engineering.
To be transferred to the Law Department.
To be transferred to the Highway Division
of the Department of Public Works.
To. be transferred to the proposed Depart-
ment of Engineering.
To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Inspection in the proposed Department
of Public Safety.
To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Licenses of the proposed Department
of Public Safety.
Organization Unit or Fu
Issuance of licens
placing or maint
temporary or p
nent obstructio
projections in, un
over public way
as poles, posts,
and marquees
Issuance of licens
storage, sale, andi
facture of inflam
Sidewalk license unit
Suffolk County Court
Commission
All functions
Supply Department
Traffic Commission
Maintenance of p
meters and the coll
of monies .
Staff functions
Treasury Department
Veterans'Services Depar
Weights and
Department
nction
es for
aining
erma-
is or
der, or
s such
signs,
es for
manu-
aables
house
Disposition
To be transferred to the Highway Division
of the Department of Public Works.
To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Fire of the proposed Department of
Public Safety.
To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Licenses of the proposed Department
of Public Safety.
To be abolished.
To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Buildings of the proposed Department
of Engineering.
To be continued in its present status with
the addition of certain functions.
To be continued in its present status.
arking To be transferred to the proposed Division
ection of the Treasury of the proposed Depart-
ment of Finance.
To be transferred to the proposed Division
of Traffic of the proposed Department of
Engineering.
To become the Division of the Treasury of
the proposed Department of Finance.
tment To become the Division of Veterans'Services
of the Department of Public Welfare.
M e asure s To be abolished and all functions transferred
to the proposed Division of Inspection
of the proposed Department of Public
Safety.
Zoning Adjustment, Board of
Appellate function on height
restrictions
To be continued in its present status.
To be transferred to the Board of Appeal.
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